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PO 401  CONDUCT ONESELF IN A PROFESSIONAL MILITARY MANNER 
 
1. Performance:  Conduct oneself in a professional military manner. 
 
2. Conditions - Given: 
 

Notification of inappropriate and appropriate behaviour. 
 
3. Standard:  In accordance with A-PD-131-003/PT-H01, Chapter 4, paragraphs 8 to 10, A-
AD 265-000/AG-001, and A-PD-201-000/PT-000 conduct oneself in a professional manner at all 
times: 
 

a. By doing the following: 
 

(1) Wears prescribed order of dress, 
 

(2) Maintains dress in a neat, pressed and polished condition, 
 

(3) Maintains personal hygiene including hairstyle, 
 

(4) Provides assistance to peers, subordinates, and other persons when 
requested, 

 
(5) Undertakes tasks when and as ordered, 

 
(6) Abides by unit, base, regional and national orders, regulations, 

instructions and policies, 
 

(7) Deports self in a manner to reflect credit on the CF and the CIC, 
 

(8) Pays compliments as and when required, 
 

(9) Abides, when dining and when socializing, by the criteria of accepted 
military etiquette, and 

 
(10) Actively participate in all extra-curricular activities organized by the 

training centre. 
 

b. By not doing the following: 
 

(1) Misleads by word or action other persons, 
 

(2) cheats, copies or receives unauthorized assistance, 
 

(3) late for parade or duty, and 
 

(4) returns assignments late, and 
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c. fails pass standard if three different violations of such paragraphs 3a or 3b above 
are recorded or if the same category of violation is recorded twice during the 
same course period, or if a serious breach of regulations is committed. 

 
4. Specific Reference Numbers:  A-4, A-5, A-6. 
 
5. Specification Task Numbers:  Not allocated. 
 
6. Supporting Knowledge Task Numbers:  Not allocated. 
 
7. Training Limitations:  Nil. 
 

Suggested time required:  At all times throughout the course. 
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PO 424 PARTICIPATE IN A COLD WEATHER EXERCISE 
 
1. Performance.  Participate in a cold weather exercise. 
 
2. Conditions: 
 

a. Given: 
 

(1) cold weather clothing, and 
 

(2) cold weather equipment. 
 
3. Standard.  Candidates will demonstrate to the Directing Staff's satisfaction their ability in 
cold weather conditions to: 
 

a. function; 
 

b. utilize cold weather clothing and equipment; 
 

c. recognize cold weather illnesses and hygiene requirements; 
 

d. navigate over land; 
 

e. supervise a squad on the move; 
 

f. select a campsite; 
 

g. participate as a tent group member; and 
 

h. utilize an improvised shelter. 
 
4. Time.  Thirty 40 minute periods. 
 
5. Method/Approach.  N/A. 
 
6. Substantiation.  N/A. 
 
7. References.  As per Chapter 4 Performance Objectives, page 4-1. 
 
8. Training Aids.  N/A. 
 
9. Learning Aids.  N/A. 
 
10. Test Details.  Candidates will be assessed by Directing Staff during exercises. 
 
11. Remarks.  N/A. 
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PO 459 RECOGNIZE THE EFFECTS OF COLD WEATHER 
 
General 
 
1. Living in Canada, we must be prepared to live and move in winter conditions.  To be able to do 
our job effectively, we must know and understand cold. 
 
2. From our experiences in the cold, we have learned that those who recognize and respect the 
forces of the environment can do their job and even use these forces to their advantage.  Those who 
disregard or underestimate these forces are doomed to failure, if not destruction. 
 
Types of Cold 
 
3. Types of cold are as follows: 
 

a. Wet Cold - Wet cold conditions occur when temperatures are near freezing and 
variations in day and night temperatures cause alternate freezing and thawing.  These 
conditions are also often accompanied by wet snow and rain causing the ground to 
become slushy and muddy.  With these conditions troops require clothing that consists of 
a waterproof or water-resistant outer layer and an inner layer with sufficient insulation to 
provide ample protection in moderately cold weather (above -10°C or 14°F).  Waterproof 
footwear is essential. 

 
b. Dry Cold - Dry cold conditions occur when average temperatures are lower than -10°C 

or 14°F.  The ground is usually frozen and the snow dry.  These low temperatures plus 
wind increase the need for protection of the entire body.  With these conditions cadets 
require clothing that will provide adequate insulation for the body to -62°C or -65°F.  A 
water-repellent, wind resistant outer layer must protect these inner layers of insulation. 

 
Wind Chill 
 
4. We know from our own experience that when a high wind is blowing it feels much colder than when 

it is calm.  Temperature alone does not therefore give a true indication of the relative comfort of 
outdoor activities.  

 
5. Wind chill is a measure of the combined effects of wind and temperature on the body. Given the 

impression that the temperature is colder, the wind sees to it that the body looses more energy 
(calories) to warm up. Wind Chill is defined as the number of calories lost during one hour from a 
square metre of a surface kept at 33°C or 91.4°F (neutral skin temperature). 

 
6. The lesson to remember here is that thermometer readings alone will not give you a valid indication 

of the effects to be expected on the body.  With comparatively high temperatures and high winds 
you must be prepared to protect yourself in the same way you would at much lower temperature 
readings. 
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7. As a ready reference, the conditions under which exposed flesh freezes in one hour are given in the 
table below: 

 
 
 

 
Wind Speed 
(MPH)/Km 

 
Temperature 

(°F)/(°C) 
 

48/77 
 

20/-7 
 

26/42 
 

15/-9.5 
 

18/29 
 

10/-12 
 

14/22.5 
 

 5/-15 
 

13/21 
 

 0/-18 
 

 9/14.5 
 

-5/-20.5 
 

 7/11 
 

-10/-23 
 

 6/10 
 

-15/-26 
 

 5/8 
 

-20/-29 
 

 4/6.4 
 

-25/-32 
 

 3/4.8 
 

-30/-34 
 

 2/3.2 
 

-40/-40 

 
7. The wind chill scale is not strictly applicable as a measure of human comfort as it does not take 
into account many important factors such as activity, humidity, loss of heat in the breath, radiation from 
the sun and the effects of lowered skin temperature.  It is, however, a simple and practical guide and 
shows the condition under which cold weather travel is most pleasant; when exposed flesh is likely to 
freeze, and when special precautions must be taken against the cold.  An additional guide is contained in 
Figure 1-1, which shows equivalent temperatures in relation to the wind chill factor. 
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FIGURE 1-1 

 
WINDCHILL FACTOR CHART 

 

Wind Chill (°C) 

Wind Speed in Km/h  8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64  

Actual (Air) Temp.(°C) 
0 -2 -8 -11 -14 -16 -17 -19 -19 

-5 -7 -14 -18 -21 -23 -25 -26 -27 
Gradually Increasing 

Danger 

-10 -12 -20 -25 -28 -31 -33 -34 -35 

-15 -18 -26 -32 -35 -38 -40 -42 -43 

-20 -23 -32 -38 -43 -46 -48 -50 -51 

Dangerous 

-25 -28 -38 -45 -50 -53 -56 -57 -59 

-30 -33 -45 -52 -57 -61 -63 -65 -67 

-35 -39 -51 -59 -64 -68 -71 -73 -75 

-40 -44 -57 -65 -71 -75 -79 -81 -83 

-45 -49 -63 -72 -78 -83 -86 -89 -90 

-50 -54 -69 -79 -85 -90 -94 -96 -98 

Extremely Dangerous 

 
 
 

Wind Chill (°F) 
Wind 

SPEED 
(MPH) 

  

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

 

Actual (Air) Temp.(°F) 
32 32 22 18 13 7 3 1 -1 -3 -3 -4 

23 23 20 7 -1 -6 -10 -13 -15 -17 -18 -18 

Gradually 
Increasing 

Danger 
14 14 10 -4 -13 -19 -24 -27 -29 -31 -32 -33 

5 5 1 -15 -25 -32 -37 -41 -43 -45 -46 -47 

-4 -4 -9 -26 -37 -44 -50 -54 -57 -59 -64 -62 

Dangerous 

-13 -13 -18 -37 -49 -67 -64 -88 -71 -74 -75 -76 

-22 -22 -28 -48 -61 -70 -77 -82 -85 -87 -89 -91 

-31 -31 -37 -59 -73 -83 -90 -97 -29 -102 -101 -105 

-40 -40 -47 -70 -85 -96 -104 -109 -113 -116 -118 -120 

-49 -49 -56 -81 -97 -102 -112 -123 -127 -116 -132 -134 

-58 -58 -85 -92 -109 -121 -130 -137 -142 -145 -147 -148 

Extremely 
Dangerous 
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Effects of Cold on the Human Body 
 
8. In extreme cold, the body can become numb and indifferent to non-essential tasks.  Essential 
tasks require more time and effort.  It has been repeatedly demonstrated that at temperatures lower 
than -23°C or -10°F all other problems and requirements lose significance in the body’s personal battle 
for survival. 
 
9. The destructive influence of cold on the human body falls into two categories; general or local 
hypothermia (cooling and freezing). 
 
10. General hypothermia is an injury by cold to the entire body, either by immersion or exposure.  
Prolonged exposure will result in death. 
 
11. Local hypothermia refers to cold injuries to specific areas of the body, which destroy tissue and 
result in gangrene and death unless proper medical care is received.  Frostbite (Exposure) and immersion 
foot are examples. 
 
12. It can generally be expected that exposure to the extremes of cold will aggravate or intensify the 
effects of any physical disorder with which the body is affected at the time of initial exposure. 
 
13. The human body must be protected. To remain functional, it must be kept clean, dry and 
reasonably warm with normal body processes maintained.  Rest and nourishment are vital. 
 
Approaches to Cold Weather Living 
 
14. The right approach to cold weather living will go a long way towards keeping you healthy and 
seeing you through.  Here are four basic rules to remember: 
 

a. Keep in Shape - Cold weather clothing is heavy and you will burn up a lot of energy 
just walking in the snow.  By keeping fit, you will do your job without becoming 
exhausted.  

 
b. Drink Plenty of Water - Because water may be hard to get, you may drink less than 

you need.  Tests show that in cold climates we normally drink only when thirsty.  This 
may not give us the water we need and we may become dehydrated.  Drink plenty of 
water to avoid dehydration, and the fatigue, which follows. 

 
c. Eat to Keep Fit - Regular, satisfying hot food is essential for top performance.  Even if 

you are not hungry, eat your fill.  If you do not, you will not stay fit very long. 
 

d. Maintain a Healthy Attitude - You will find yourself up against a lot of new problems - 
but none that if trained you cannot overcome.  Keep alert and cheerful, and work hard.  
This combination will automatically give you the right attitude. 
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Leadership Requirements 
 
15. In no other part of the world is individual leadership more apparent or important than in the 
North.  Unless skilfully guided and led, the basic urge for survival may become your most dominant 
characteristic.  Leadership must be by example. 
 
Conclusion 
 
16. Remember - cold may make our tasks harder and they may take longer, but it does not make 
them impossible.  With knowledge, equipment and training, you can beat the cold. 
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FIRST AID AND HYGIENE IN THE COLD 
 
SNOW BLINDNESS 
 
1. Snow blindness is caused by too much sun glare; the eyes feel "gritty", tears flow excessively.  
Finally, any light causes great pain and the inflamed eyes will not open.  Whenever you find yourself 
squinting or screwing up your eyes, wear your dark glasses.  If you do not have a pair, then make them, 
using a strap or a piece of wood, with a thin slit as the Eskimos learned years ago.  Snow blindness is 
never permanent.  When it occurs, lead the casualty to a dark place where they can rest.  If you should 
be alone and find yourself going blind, get into your sleeping bag while you still have partial sight, cover 
up your eyes and wait until you can see again. 
 
COLD EXPOSURE 
 
2. This is a condition sometimes called "advanced general freezing", the body temperature drops, 
you become drowsy then semi-conscious and, finally, unconscious.  In the initial stages the body is stiff; 
feels cold to the touch and their pulse and breathing are slow and weak.  First Aid treatment is to get the 
patient into a heated shelter as fast as possible.  You must be very careful not to heat the casualty too 
quickly otherwise their condition will become worse.  Treat any signs of frostbite on their body and give 
hot, sweet fluids in large amounts.  Evacuate the patient as soon as you can after they have revived. 
 
HYPOTHERMIA 
 
General 
 
3. Hypothermia is the cooling of the body core to temperatures below 35°C or 95°F.  It occurs 
when heat loss is in excess of the body's ability to generate and maintain the thermal energy required for 
normal physiological processes.  Hypothermia can occur at any time of the year and should not be 
considered as only a winter problem.  Most cases of hypothermia develop in temperatures -1°C to +10°C 
or 30°F to 50°F. 
 
Causes 
 
4. A human's major mechanism of defence is behaviour.  The ability to comprehend that heat loss is 
taking place and create or seek a warmer artificial environment is the primary means of avoiding cold 
injury.  The basic response is to insulate oneself from the environment.  The body responds to cold by 
heat conservation and heat production. 
 
Recognition 
 
5. a. Signs and Symptoms: 
 

(1) Mild to Moderate Hypothermia (35°-32°C or 95°-90°F) 
 

- shivering 
- skin cool and dry 
- pulse faint and rapid 
- patient likely still alert 
- blood pressure likely still normal 
- patient may appear to be exhausted and fatigued 
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(2) After shivering ceases 
 

- skin becomes cooler 
- pulse slows (bradycardia) after shivering ceases 
- patient appears lethargic or drugged and has poor coordination 
- blood pressure may become difficult to obtain 
- pupils may become dilated 

 
(3) Major/Severe Hypothermia (32°C or 90°F & below) 

 
- shivering has ceased 
- pulse may be weak or absent 
- if pulse present, may be difficult to detect 
- patient may be unconscious/reflexes lacking 
- increased muscular rigidity 
- pupils dilated and unresponsive 
- patient COLD 
- difficult to hear heart sounds even with a stethoscope 
- skin coloration may be poor (ashen/white) 
- breathing may be very slow/apparently absent 

 
b. General guidelines for classification of Severe Hypothermia.  A patient who is cold and 

has any of the following signs or symptoms should be considered to have severe 
hypothermia: 

 
- depressed vital signs 
- altered level of consciousness, including slurred speech, staggering gait, 

decreased mental skills 
- rectal temperature = 90°F/32°C or lower 
- no shivering in spite of being very cold (the presence of alcoholic 

intoxication may throw this sign off) 
- associated significant illness or injury that is present or that may have 

permitted hypothermia to develop. 
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c. Stages or Levels of Hypothermia (Following page) 
 

(General approximations - patients may vary) 
 
 

°F 
 

°C 
 
COMMENTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS (may vary) 

 
99.6 

 
37.6 

 
normal rectal temperature 

 
96.8 

 
36 

 
increased metabolic rate in attempt to balance heat loss 

 
95.0 

 
35 

 
shivering maximum at this temperature 

 
93.2 

 
34 

 
patients usually responsive and normal blood pressure 

 
91.4 

 
33 

 
SEVERE HYPOTHERMIA BELOW THIS TEMPERATURE 

 
89.6 

 
32 

 
consciousness clouded, pupils dilated, most shivering ceases 

 
87.8 

 
31 

 
blood pressure difficult to obtain 

 
86 

 
30 

 
progressive loss of consciousness, increased muscular rigidity 

 
85.2 

 
29 

 
slow pulse and respirations, cardiac arrhythmias develop 

 
82.4 

 
28 

 
ventricular fibrillation may develop if heart irritated (at 28 degrees, the tissue demand 
for oxygen is approximately 50% that of normal) 

 
80.6 

 
27 

 
voluntary motion lost along with pupillary light reflex, deep tendon and skin reflexes 
appear dead 

 
78.8 

 
26 

 
victim seldom conscious 

 
77.0 

 
25 

 
ventricular fibrillation may appear spontaneously 

 
75.2 

 
24 

 
pulmonary edema develops 

 
71.6 

 
22 

 
maximum risk of fibrillation 

 
69.8 

 
20 

 
heart standstill (asystole) 

 
64.4 

 
18 

 
lowest accidental hypothermia patient with recovery 

 
48.2 

 
9 

 
lowest artificially cooled patient with recovery 
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Treatment 
 
6. a. Patient Examination: 
 

(1) Check for the presence of an open airway, for respirations, for a palpable pulse 
(carotid/neck or femoral/thigh artery), and for possible haemorrhage.  If there is 
a high possibility of hypothermia, accurate evaluation of these vital signs may 
require up to a full minute.  If both pulse and respirations are absent, commence 
CPR. 

 
(2) Evaluate level of consciousness, pupil size and response; assess for the presence 

of slurred speech, staggering gait or decreased mental skills. 
 

(3) Other injuries - Examine for fractures, soft tissue injuries, frostbite, etc.  
Hypothermia may mask the usual signs and symptoms of multiple trauma. 

 
(4) Vital signs - Measure pulse, respiratory rate and, if possible, the blood pressure 

and temperature.  Core temperature measurements are essential for accurate 
assessment but require a low reading (down to 70 °F or 20°C) rectal 
thermometer. 

 
(5) Handle the patient very gently.  Excessive mechanical stimulation may precipitate 

ventricular fibrillation. 
 

(6) Remove wet clothing. 
 

(7) Insulate patient from further heat loss. 
 

(8) Add heat - the intent is not to re-warm the patient but rather to stabilize the core 
temperature and prevent further heat losses.  Useful methods of heat addition 
that can be achieved in the field are: 

 
(a) External heat (hot packs, heating pads, etc) applied to the head, neck, 

trunk and groin. 
 

(b) Rescuer's body heat.  The use of a hot shower or bath is not 
recommended for field use because of the possibility of inducing 
physiological changes in the patient that are unmanageable in the field 
setting. 

 
(c) Administer nothing by mouth until the patient can manage his own 

airway; then warm, sweet, non-caffeinated drinks are permitted.  Do not 
give coffee, tea or alcohol. 

 
(d) Transport to a medical facility as soon as possible. 

 
b. Summary of Treatment for Hypothermia: 

 
(1) Mild to Moderate Hypothermia (35°-32°C or 95°-90°F) 

 
- remove and/or insulate from cold environment 
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- stabilize heat loss (passive re-warming) 
- wrap in pre-warmed blankets, etc 
- transport to clinical setting 
- give sweet, warm drinks if alert (no coffee, tea or alcohol). 

 
(2) If shivering has ceased, add the following considerations: 

 
- handle gently 
- move patient as little as possible 
- if more than 15 minutes to advanced level of care, add heat to 

head/neck, armpits/sides, groin 
 

- transport at room temperature. 
 

(3) Major/Severe Hypothermia (32°C or 90°F & below): 
 

- handle extremely gently 
- remove and/or insulate from cold environment 
- move patient as little as possible 
- stabilize heat loss (passive re-warming) 
- if more than 15 minutes to advanced level of care, add heat to 

head/neck, armpits/sides, groin 
- transport at room temperature 
- do not bump and jostle/reduce driving speed as necessary 
- if pulse and respirations absent after a prolonged pulse and respirations 

check, (for at least one to two minutes) institute CPR. 
 
Prevention 
 
7. Cadets have to be monitored closely especially in wet, windy conditions. Do not rely on signs and 
symptoms only. Many things can speed the onset of hypothermia including poor eating, damp clothes, 
injury, exhaustion etc. In cold weather, hypothermia is not as common as frostbite; as the body cools; 
blood circulation is shunted to the core to preserve critical body functions. The end result is reduced 
circulation to the extremities and increased chance of frostbite. Frostbite and hypothermia should be 
considered together when taking into account cold injuries. 
 
FROSTBITE 
 
General 
 
8. Frostbite occurs when the skin and flesh freeze - it is a localized cold injury characterized by 
freezing with ice crystal formation in the tissues.  Frostbite affects all exposed parts of the body and the 
regions furthest from the heart, which have, the least powerful circulation: hands and feet, nose, ears 
and face.  Frostbite often accompanies hypothermia. 
 
Causes 
 
9. Tissue injury is produced in two ways: 
 

a. Actual freezing of the tissues: 
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(1) ice crystals grow between the cells and extract water from them causing extreme 
dehydration; 

 
(2) dehydration causes chemical and osmotic imbalances; and 

 
(3) these effects are usually not permanently damaging. 

 
b. obstruction of circulation: 

 
(1) cell changes in the smaller blood vessels allow serum to leak out causing hemo-

concentration; 
 

(2) this thicker blood causes a reduction in flow; 
 

(3) red cells cannot stay suspended in the small amount of fluid left and begin to 
settle out or sludge; and 

 
(4) spontaneous clotting occurs in the smaller vessels and circulation ceases entirely. 

 
Some Considerations in Dealing with Frostbite 
 
10. a. cold tends to protect the tissues from the effects of the diminished blood supply by 

reducing metabolic rate; 
 

b. after thawing the cells are warm, metabolically active and in desperate need of a good 
blood supply; 

 
c. typically, blood supply is very poor upon thawing due to the presence of clots and blood 

in a sludge state, so damage increases at this point; and 
 

d. as the frostbitten part thaws, extreme pain becomes a major consideration, often calling 
for pain relief beyond the scope of a First Aider. 

 
Recognition 
 
11. a. Stages of Frostbite.  There are three stages of frostbite: incipient, superficial and 

deep. 
 

(1) Incipient 
 

Incipient frostbite is the initial stage often referred to as "frost-nip". It affects 
only the skin. The first signs are often a prickly feeling as the skin freezes. The 
signs and symptoms include white (blanched) skin and loss of sensation (no 
feeling of pain).  The affected body part should be re-warmed using body heat 
but should not be rubbed. 

 
(2) Superficial 

 
Superficial frostbite involves the freezing of the top layers of the skin, however, 
the underlying tissue remains pliable and soft.  The skin will appear white and 
waxy and feel numb.  After thawing, the affected area will turn a purplish colour, 
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will start to swell and may be very painful. 
 

(3) Deep 
 

In deep frostbite the affected part is cold, hard and pebbly with considerable 
pain, swelling, reddening and blistering. It is usually solid to the touch. The 
colour ranges from white to blue grey. Deep frostbite can be associated with 
permanent tissue loss and is an emergency. 

 
b. Categories or Degrees of Frostbite.  After the frostbitten part has been thawed, it is 

possible to divide the injury into four categories of increasing tissue damage. 
 

(1) First Degree 
 

After thawing, the affected area is warm, swollen and tender.  Blisters are absent 
or few and very small. 

 
(2) Second Degree 

 
After thawing, blisters may start to form within minutes and will continue to 
enlarge over several days.  The blisters will be filled with a yellow to reddish 
fluid, and may be associated with an intense pain. 

 
(3) Third Degree 

 
After thawing, small, deep blisters may form.  The skin will be discoloured and 
will fail to blanch.  Even after re-warming the part will remain cool to the touch. 

 
(4) Fourth Degree 

 
After re-warming, the part remains cold, numb and bloodless.  No blisters or 
swelling will develop.  There is significant death of tissue and gangrene will 
develop quickly. 

Treatment 
 
12. a. If the tissue of the effected area is still frozen, do not thaw unless you can absolutely 

assure that the part will not refreeze.  It is also essential that you can control the 
thawing process.  The part should be re-warmed in warm water (38°-44°C or 100°-
111°F).  Control of the water temperature is very important and should be continually 
checked with a thermometer.  If the temperature of the water is either too cold or too 
hot the outcome will be poor.  If the water is too cold, the maximum tissue loss will 
result.  If the water is too hot you may add a burn injury to the tissue.  The best results, 
with minimized tissue loss, occur when the temperature of the water used for re-
warming is maintained at a constant 38°-44°C or 100°-111°F. 

 
b. If you find yourself in a situation with any of your personnel where you need to actually 

use the above process to thaw frozen tissue you have made serious errors.  The most 
likely field situation is superficial freezing or numbness with no freezing so that the 
affected body parts need only to be warmed immediately to ensure the tissue does not 
freeze.  Toes or fingers must be exposed, inspected, then placed directly against 
someone's warm skin; the stomach or groin areas are warmest.  Re-warm until the 
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person has feeling sensation and make sure socks or gloves, etc are dry.  The same 
technique can be taught to students for self-warming hands but using their own armpits 
instead.  For frozen feet a second person is necessary for warming.  Also check the 
person's overall warmth.  Freezing of the extremities most often is the result of exposure 
of that part of the body but may also be a first indication of overall body cooling. 

 
Prevention 
 
13. When cadets, or adults for that matter, are cold or have numbness in extremities they will likely 
not complain for fear of ridicule in their peer group.  Some people lose sensation in feet or hands quite 
quickly or have poor circulation and are more susceptible to cold injury.  There are several tips that can 
be used in cold weather to minimize the risk of “frost-nip” or frostbite: 
 

a. be aware that pack straps commonly can constrict blood supply to arms; 
 
b. make sure that boots, especially hiking boots, are not too tight; 

 
c. be aware of wind chill and use the buddy system to check for whiteness; and 

 
d. try to start the morning by putting feet into boots that have been warmed; 
 
e. exercise the face by pulling grimaces to maintain blood flow. 
 

HEAT CRAMPS, HEAT EXHAUSTION and HEATSTROKE 
 
14. As in the hot weather, during cold weather as we dress warmly to combat cold related 

conditions, we can subject ourselves to heat related injuries and conditions. 
 

a. The first heat related injury is Heat Cramps. They are usually the first warning of heat 
exhaustion and occur in the muscles which are doing most work; arms, legs and 
abdomen. Usually due to lack of body salt produced from excessive sweating. 

 
1. Symptoms: Shallow breathing, vomiting and dizziness. 
 
2. Treatment: Move to Shade. Rest. Drink water with a little salt dissolved in it. 

 
 b. Heat Exhaustion occurs with the loss of body fluids through excessive sweating. 
 

1. Symptoms: Face pale, skin cold yet sweating, pulse weak. Accompanied by dizziness, 
weakness and perhaps cramps. 

 
2. Treatment: As for cramps. 

 
 c. Heat Stroke is the most serious of over exposure or overexertion. 
 

1. Symptoms: Hot dry skin, face flushed and feverish - but sweating has stopped. 
Temperature rises, pulse becomes fast and strong. Severe headache, often with 
vomiting. Unconsciousness may follow. 

 
2. Treatment: Remove outer clothing. Cool body by wetting underclothing with TEPID water 

(cold water would push the core temperature up) and fanning. When consciousness 
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returns give water to drink. 
 
BODY CARE UNDER VARIED CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
 
Trench Foot and Immersion Foot 
 
15. In cold or wet weather, improper care of your feet may result in a condition known as trench foot 
or immersion foot.  It occurs when feet are immersed in water for long periods, or are damp and cold for 
a long time. Tight-fitting boots accelerate the condition. Feet feel as though they have pins and needles. 
Numbness sets in and is interspersed with sharp pains. When the condition is mild, the feet are pale and 
look shrivelled; later they lose all feeling.  They will appear purple with swelling and blisters.  This is the 
dangerous stage.  Gangrene may result and require amputation of the toes or even the entire foot. 
 
16. To guard against trench foot or immersion foot, follow the simple rules listed: 

 
a. exercise your feet; 

 
b. keep your feet as clean as possible; 

 
c. keep your feet as dry as possible; 

 
d. put on clean, dry socks as often as possible; 

 
e. do not wear tight footgear or tight socks; and 

 
f. remove your footgear and massage your feet. 

 
17. It is especially important to exercise your feet in order to maintain circulation.  When standing  
for long periods, wiggle your toes inside your shoes, rise on your toes, and bend and twist your ankles.  
Remove your boots at least once a day and massage your feet carefully and gently to stimulate 
circulation.  Use plenty of foot powder and put on dry socks.  You can dry wet socks by carrying them 
underneath your shirt next your underwear. 
 
18. Do not slow circulation by cramming on extra socks or by wearing tight shoes.  If your shoes feel 
tight, loosen the laces.  Wear loose clothing around the knees and calves of your legs. 
 
19. When you come into a heated shelter after a long period of standing in the cold or wet, keep 
your feet away from the source of heat until the circulation starts coming back.  Too much heat applied 
too suddenly is dangerous because it causes a sudden enlarging of blood vessels and a rush of blood to 
tissues not ready to receive it. 
 
Replenishing Salt and Body Fluids 
 
20. The principal means of cooling the body is by sweating.  To keep up an adequate production of 
sweat, you must drink plenty of water.  However, profuse sweating takes large amounts of salt from the 
body, a chief cause of heat exhaustion and heat cramps.  Take additional quantities of salt with your food 
and add salt tablets to your drinking water. 
 
Body Cleanliness 
 
21. You can keep well only by observing the basic rules of personal hygiene.  Practice and correct 
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thinking make these health rules habitual. 
 
22. If possible, bathe your entire body at least once a week with soap and water.  Pay particular 
attention to the groin and the area underneath the arms and be sure to rinse off the soap.  When bath 
facilities are not available, take a sponge bath. 
 
23. If no bathing facilities are available, dry and scrub your body with a towel or with the old 
underwear when you change.   
 
24. Underclothing absorbs perspiration and oil from the body and soon loses its insulating qualities 
and needs to be changed.  When wearing woollen underclothing, avoid frequent changes by wearing 
light, easily washed underclothing next to your skin. 
 
25. Care of the feet is important to every soldier.  Start every day with a clean pair of socks.  Feet 
swell some during the day, particularly during a march; so do not crowd on extra socks.  Wear enough to 
be comfortable and to cushion the feet but not enough to cause tightness, which cuts off circulation.  
Avoid wearing torn or poorly mended socks - they cause blisters.  When changing socks, wipe each foot 
thoroughly with the top of the old sock, rubbing well between your toes; use foot powder and put on the 
fresh socks, smoothing out all wrinkles.  When wearing more than one pair of socks, change the pair next 
to your skin.  Always carry extra socks in the top of your pack where they can be slipped out without 
disturbing the entire pack. 
 
26. If a blister develops and medical care is not available, you should wash the blister area then 
cover with a band-aid or adhesive plaster. 
 
27. Do not use ointments, salves, or medicines on your feet unless prescribed by a medical officer.  
Many commercially sold medicines tend to soften the skin or to increase sweating.  Prevent corns and 
calluses by wearing properly fitted shoes. 
 
28. Athlete's foot is a condition of the feet caused by a fungus.  This fungus grows best in warm and 
moist places such as your feet.  You can prevent it from spreading by keeping your feet clean and using 
foot powder to help keep them dry. 
 
29. Brush your teeth at least once a day.  Salt from rations can be used if no tooth powder or paste 
is available.  Brush with water alone if no cleanser is available.  Carry your toothbrush with your minimum 
essential toilet articles. 
 
30. Keep your hair clipped short to avoid picking up dirt and vermin.  Short hair is sanitary and 
comfortable. 
 
31. Use your training to do all you can to help yourself and your companions. 
 
Waste Disposal 
 
32. Tin cans, cut tires, litter up an area, breed mosquitoes when full of water, and draw flies. Food 
scraps attract rats, roaches, raccoons and flies.  Pack out the garbage that you generate, organic or 
otherwise.  Do not ignore cleanliness just because you are leaving an area; protect the health of the 
cadets who follow you into an area.  
 
33. Of all types of waste, human waste is the most frequent conveyor of intestinal diseases; thus it is 
essential you always bury your faeces.  Dig a small hole if you are on a march or use a straddle trench or 
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deep pit latrine in a temporary camp or bivouac. 
 
34. Disposal of Waste Matter in Hutted Camps.  In general the arrangements for waste disposal 
in hutted camps are the same as for barracks; however, the lack of a waterborne system of sewage 
disposal, or difficulties in securing building materials, may entail the use of more primitive methods.  Such 
methods in relation to tented camps are described in the following paragraphs. 
 
35. Disposal of Waste Matter in Tented Camps and in the Field.  
 

a. On the March - At short halts the principle of "cat sanitation" should be observed; a 
shallow hole is excavated in the ground and the faeces are afterwards covered with 
earth.  Men should be trained to defecate before the day's march begins or else to wait 
for a long halt. 

 
b. At long halts shallow trench latrines and shallow trench urinals should be prepared. 

 
c. A shallow trench latrine should be three feet long, not more than one foot wide, and two 

feet deep, with a space of two feet between the turf and the trench.  When using 
shallow trench latrines men should squat astride the trenches.  Before leaving, each man 
should cover his excreta with earth from the heap in the rear of the trench, and for this 
purpose, scoops, tins, or spades should be provided. 

 
d. A shallow trench urinal consists of a trench three feet long, three feet wide, and six 

inches deep, with the soil in the bottom of the trench loosened for a further six inches; 
the excavated earth should be heaped on three sides of the trench and used to refill it 
when it is closed.  One such trench should be sufficient for 250 men. 

 
36. Disposal of Waste Matter in Camps of Up to Three Days Duration. 
 

a. Latrines - Shallow trench latrines should be used as already described.  The trenches 
are filled in when the contents are within six inches of the top, in any case after 24 hours 
in use.  The contents should be covered with pieces of oiled sacking or used engine oil; 
the earth remaining from the excavation of the trench is then replaced, the turf put back 
into position and the hole rammed down tightly.  The site must then be clearly marked.  
Before the previous day's trenches are filled in, another row should be prepared in front 
of the previous row and nearer the camp. 

 
b. Urinals - Shallow trench urinals as already described, should be used. 

 
c. Incinerators - Even in a camp of up to three days duration it pays to construct a simple 

incinerator, suitable types of which are described later.  See note following e. 
 

d. The disposal of rubbish by burning is much more satisfactory than by burial.  See note 
following e. 

 
e. Refuse Pits - Refuse and rubbish may be buried in pits in temporary camps, although 

this method of disposal is far from ideal.  Refuse pits should be as deep as possible and 
all refuse deposited should be covered instantly by two inches of earth well rammed 
down.  When the camp is vacated or a new pit dug, earth should be filled in to ground 
level, rammed down hard and the top layer mixed with used engine oil.  See following 
note. 
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NOTE: The greatest care must be exercised in control of debris from ration packs, etc.  All refuse will be 

collected at a central point and disposed of as laid down by the training officer.   
 
Check with local authorities to determine the most suitable and/or 
appropriate methods of waste disposal for your area. 
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PO 460 UTILIZE COLD WEATHER CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT CLOTHING 
 
MAINTAINING BODY HEAT 
 
General 
 
1. The human body is not designed to live and work in a winter environment.  We are a 
warm-blooded animal that must aggressively maintain body heat to survive.  Although a poorly 
clothed winter camper can maintain warmth when active, lack of activity will accelerate heat loss 
at an unmanageable rate.  The body can tolerate up to 2°C or 36°F of heat loss from its core 
area before a serious medical condition results. 
 
Heat Gain 
 
2. The body can gain heat in a number of ways.  The more obvious ways of gaining heat 
such as from the sun, hot food and heaters can supply only limited heat for short periods of time 
in the winter environment.  All food that is digested is capable of warming the body.  The body 
produces heat by oxidation of food.  The amount of heat processed is determined by caloric 
value of the food.  At rest, the body will burn a fixed amount of calories in a given time period.  
When exercising, this rate increases substantially.  If the clothing you are wearing does not 
provide enough warmth when inactive, stomping your feet or shivering can increase your 
metabolic rate enough to balance heat gain with heat loss.  Shivering produces approximately as 
much heat as running at a slow pace. 
 
Heat Loss 
 
3. In a winter environment your body can lose heat very easily.  When heat loss exceeds 
heat gain you have a very serious problem.  There are five ways the body loses heat.  The key to 
staying warm in the cold is to insulate the body when inactive, stay dry, and get out of the wind. 
Body heat is lost several ways: 
 

a. Conduction 
 

(1) Wet clothing or un-insulated contact with snow or cold objects can suck 
heat out of your body very fast.  This is easy to avoid, as long as your 
clothing is dry.  Avoid sitting on the snow or extended contact with 
objects that conduct heat well.  Skin contact is not necessary to lose 
heat quickly.  Sit on your pack or insulating pad when stopping for a 
rest.  This is a significant problem with young people.  If they are not 
told specifically to avoid sitting or lying on the snow they will. 

 
(2) Water cools the core temperature of the body so fast that immersion in 

water can kill quickly.  Although this is not a problem unless a winter 
exercise is foolishly planned near dangerous ice cover, it is important to 
understand the serious effects of cold water. 

 
b. Evaporation 

 
(1) The body loses heat from evaporation even during sleep.  Evaporation of 

perspiration from the skin and moisture from the lungs is part of the 
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normal heat exchange mechanism of the body.  When activity is 
accelerated, the heat balance equation is tipped to the hot side.  The 
body automatically cools itself by perspiring.  Moisture on the skin that 
evaporates will cool the skin rapidly.  In the winter, perspiration that was 
meant to cool the body to normal temperatures can soak clothing and 
compromise its insulation value. 

 
(2) It is critical to avoid overheating in cold weather.  Cooling can be 

controlled by wearing clothing that can be opened easily for ventilation 
or taken off easily, and by wearing clothing that will absorb a minimum 
amount of water.  Completely waterproof layers should be avoided.  If 
clothing does not breathe, perspiration will stay in clothing layers or 
against the skin instead of escaping. 

 
c. Convection 

 
(1) The body continually attempts to warm a thin layer of air next to the 

skin.  In cold weather, warm air that is retained next to the skin will 
remain warm.  Air that moves across the skin will remove this layer of 
warm air and the body will lose more heat trying to warm more air.  The 
primary function of clothing is to trap warm, still air, which is a poor 
conductor of heat, next to the skin to avoid loss of heat by conduction. 

 
(2) Cold weather can have a dangerous cooling effect when the wind is 

blowing.  The wind chill factor expresses the apparent air temperature in 
the presence of a wind.  A wind speed that is doubled (4 kph to 8 kph) 
will increase heat loss by four times.  Even light breezes can freeze 
exposed flesh that is not properly protected with windproof clothing.  As 
the combined effect of cold and wind approaches -40°C or -40°F, the 
wind has no further cooling effect. 

 
d. Radiation 

 
(1) Heat loss from radiation is not an easy concept to understand.  However, 

heat will radiate from uncovered areas of the body much faster than if 
covered by insulation.  It is important to insulate the head and neck area 
even if you do not feel cold.  The heat that is conserved can be used for 
much more useful purposes than heating the upper atmosphere. 

 
e. Respiration 

 
(1) A large amount of heat escapes when warm air is exhaled.  Before the 

lungs can receive oxygen, air must be humidified and warmed.  Loss of 
heat by respiration cannot be prevented entirely, but in very cold 
weather a scarf or large parka hood keeps air near the mouth warmer so 
incoming air does not require as much heating. 
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LAYERING 
 
General 
 
4. The key to staying warm in winter is to adjust clothing insulation to suit your activity 
level, avoid overheating and wear an outer layer that protects you from wind and moisture.  The 
most effective way for an active person to dress for cold weather is to wear several thin layers of 
clothing instead of one or two thick layers.  There are three basic components to the "layering 
system". 
 
Wicking Layer 
 
5. Clothing next to your skin will have the first opportunity to absorb moisture from 
perspiration.  If this layer gets wet and stays wet, conductive cooling will draw heat from the skin 
quickly.  This layer should either absorb very little moisture or draw moisture away from the skin. 
Materials like cotton, which absorbs moisture, can be used if the activity level never causes 
overheating or if you are willing to take your inside layer off every time you sweat.  In cold 
temperatures this may not be practical.  Synthetic materials absorb less moisture than cotton. 
CoolMax is a popular wicking material. Wool absorbs as much moisture as cotton but its resiliency 
keeps water away from the skin and provides much more insulation value than cotton when it is 
wet. 
 
Insulation Layer 
 
6. There are several factors to consider when selecting clothing for this layer: 
 

a. In the absence of physical activity, layers that are good insulators will prevent 
heat loss.  The material in this second layer are not as critical as the inside layer. 
 Just as water is a good conductor of heat, dry still air is a good insulator.  The 
insulation value of clothing is directly related to the thickness of "dead" air that is 
trapped within clothing.  Insulated clothing is also most effective when it is clean 
and is non restrictive; 

 
b. Clothing should be easy to vent or remove when overheating is possible.  The 

"insulation layer" should consist of two or three layers rather than one.  One 
layer of insulation might be all that is required when pulling a toboggan, two 
when making supper and three or four when inactive; and 

 
c. This layer can be made up of a variety of different types of clothing and 

materials.  Sweaters, fleece pullovers and jackets can be used in combination to 
provide the right insulation that will match activity level and metabolism. 

 
Windproof/Waterproof Layer 
 
7. In the winter, this layer prevents convective cooling caused by wind or air movement 
through insulating garments.  Even if there is very little wind, a windproof layer increases the 
warmth of the insulating layers by trapping dead air more effectively.  Waterproof garments are 
windproof but windproof garments are not necessarily waterproof.  Unless you are expecting rain 
or wet snow, the best outer layer is a semi-waterproof jacket or shell that will allow moisture 
from perspiration to pass outwards from the skin.  A waterproof jacket that does not breathe will 
trap and allow moisture to accumulate in layers where dry dead air is critical for insulation.  
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When active, the windproof/waterproof layer is not always worn.  Shelled jackets that are 
designed to be insulators as well as protection from the wind are not as versatile as a sweater 
and wind shell. 
 
Materials and Design 
 
8. There is a lot of technology that has been applied to the outdoor clothing industry over 
the last twenty years.  There are literally hundreds of different fabrics that have appeared.  A lot 
of money can be spent unnecessarily on state-of-the-art clothing. 
 
9. Supplying your cadets with winter clothing can be a formidable task.  Military cold 
weather clothing is not always available to corps/squadrons or suitable for cadets.  Generally you 
will not have all the clothing necessary for cold weather camping with your cadets.  Therefore, 
instruct your cadets on the principles of staying warm and seek local outlets of clothing that is 
affordable.  The Salvation Army and other used clothing stores will often have good wool 
sweaters and pants and more and more synthetic pile clothing has appeared recently at relatively 
affordable prices. 
 
10. Apply these basic principles of dressing for your winter environment: 
 

a. avoid cotton clothing especially next to the skin; 
 

b. wear clean, dry clothing that is non-restricting; 
 

c. wear several thin layers that can be easily removed or donned; 
 

d. damp clothing should be removed when inactive; 
 

e. avoid overheating; and 
 

f. stay out of the wind and use windproof jackets that breathe. 
 
Footwear  
 
11. The feet are more vulnerable to cold than are other parts of the body. Cold attacks feet 

most often because they get wet easily both externally and from perspiration. Footwear, 
therefore, is one of the most important items of cold weather clothing; and the following 
principles are valuable in its use. 

 
a. The rule of wearing clothing loose and in layers also applies to footwear. The layers 

are made up by the boot itself and different combinations of socks and insoles. Care 
must be taken not to restrict circulation. Two or more socks worn too tightly might 
easily mean freezing of the feet.  For the same reason avoid lacing the footwear too 
tightly. 

b. The rules about avoiding overheating and keeping dry are difficult to follow as far as 
the feet are concerned, because the feet perspire more readily than any other part of 
the body. Footgear is more often subjected to wetting than are other items of 
equipment.  Shoes are designed to decrease this disadvantage as much as possible.  
A dry change of socks should be carried at all times.  Whenever the feet get wet, 
socks should be changed as soon as possible. If wearing mukluks, both socks and 
insoles should be changed when they become wet. 
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c. Footgear should be dried at the first opportunity. 
d. Footgear should be kept clean.  
e. Socks and feet should be washed frequently. This washing will help keep the feet 

and socks in good condition. 
f. The feet should be exercised. Stamping the feet, double-timing a few steps back and 

forth, and flexing and wriggling the toes inside the boots will require muscular action 
which produces heat and will keep the feet warm. The feet should be massaged 
when changing socks. 

g. Boots are designed to be attached to individual over snow equipment (skis and 
snow-shoes).  Ski or snowshoe bindings must be adjusted carefully.  If they 
are too tight, the circulation of blood is restricted and the feet will get cold.  An 
improperly adjusted binding may soon chafe the feet or cause excess wear and tear 
to the boot. 

 
MILITARY ENVIRONMENTAL CLOTHING 
 
General 
 
12. The following is a list of the clothes you may be issued.  From time to time some of the 
items may change, but the principle of wearing your clothes loose and in layers remains the 
same: 
 

a. drawers flannel; 
 

b. flannel shirt; 
 

c. parka jacket with liner; 
 

d. windproof trousers; 
 

e. camouflage jacket and trousers; 
 

f. heavy socks; 
 

g. duffle socks; 
 

h. mesh and felt insoles; 
 

i. mukluks; 
 

j. high neck sweater; 
 

k. balaclava (toque); 
 

l. outer and inner mitts; and 
 

m. anti-contact gloves. 
 
13. To get the most warmth from your cold weather clothing all items must be adjusted for 
current weather conditions correctly fitted and receive proper care.  Damaged items must be 
repaired or exchanged as soon as possible. 
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Drawers Flannel 
 
14. These are worn loose and baggy providing and extra layer of insulation in cold weather.  
You will find that they provide much more warmth than a tight fitting suit of heavy underwear. 
 
Flannel Shirt 
 
15. It is important that your shirt be loose fitting, especially about the neck and shoulders, 
and that the sleeves are not too short. When you try it on swing your arms to see if it fits 
properly. 
 
Parka Jacket with Liner 
 
16. The parka jacket must also fit loosely.  If it does not, you will not be able to wear extra 
clothing underneath.  Make sure that the sleeves come well down your wrist.  Your parka may be 
worn with or without the liner and with the cuffs and zipper open or closed depending upon the 
body warmth you require.  Remember it is better to be too cool than to allow yourself to become 
overheated.  You can wear the jacket alone but never wear your parka liner without the jacket. 
 
Windproof Trousers 
 
17. Your wind pants should be the same length as normal trousers supported by suspenders, 
and worn outside your mukluks.  Adjustments may be made to ventilate the lower portion of your 
body by loosening the drawstring at the waist and opening the tabs on the cuffs.  When correctly 
fitted they appear very loose and baggy. 
 
Heavy Socks 
 
18. Like any other socks these must fit correctly.  If they are too large they will curl under 
your feet, and if too short will work down at the heel and under the foot causing discomfort and 
possibly blisters. 
 
Mukluks, Insoles, and Duffle Socks 
 
19. Mukluks are sized the same as your boots.  That is, if you wear size 8 boots then a size 8 
mukluk should also be your proper size.  Your insoles and duffle socks are sized the same way.  
In assembling your footwear remember that the mesh insole goes into the mukluk first, then the 
felt insole followed by the duffle sock.  As your feet are one of the first portions of your body to 
become cold, it is important that your footwear is not too tight and is assembled in the proper 
order. 
 
Balaclava (Toque) 
 
20. The balaclava (toque) provides very good head protection and can be worn either rolled 
up or pulled down over your face depending on the weather.  Do not be afraid to stretch it a bit 
if necessary, as it may be tight and uncomfortable when first issued to you. 
 
High Neck Sweater 
 
21. This may be worn under your parka for extra warmth in very cold weather or in shelters 
where your parka is not necessary, but do not wear your sweater unprotected by your parka 
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jacket where it may become wet from snow.  If it gets wet it will not keep you warm. 
 
Outer and Inner Mitts 
 
22. Your mitts are made up of an outer shell and a liner, just as is your parka.  When fitted 
properly they should feel loose permitting free movement of your fingers.  If your hands are too 
warm you may remove the liners from your mitts or take your mitts off entirely, but never wear 
your inner mitts alone as they will become wet and lose their value as insulation.  They should be 
hung around the neck by a cord tied to the loops provided on the mitts. The felt pad on the back 
of the outer shell is used to warm your face and should be kept dry and free from snow and ice. 
 
Anti-Contact Gloves 
 
23. These gloves should fit comfortably.  Worn alone, they will protect your hands from frost 
burn when handling cold metal, or from being burnt by hot objects when cooking.  If you expect 
that it may be necessary to use your anti-contact gloves at frequent intervals they may be worn 
inside your mitts provided they are not moist or covered with snow. 
 
Summary 
 
24. To get the maximum protection and comfort from your clothing, it must fit properly.  If it 
does not, you are in trouble.  It is up to you to see that it does. 
 
HOW TO KEEP WARM 
 
Principles 
 
25. The principles of keeping warm can be remembered by the acronym COLD: 
 

C - Keep your clothing CLEAN 
 

O - Avoid OVERHEATING 
 

L - Wear your clothing LOOSE and in LAYERS 
 

D - Keep your clothing DRY 
 
How To Do This 
 
26. The first principle is "Keep your clothing clean".  Dirt and grease on clothing fill the tiny 
air pockets, which give it its warmth.  Dirty clothes are cold clothes. 
 
27. The second principle "Avoid Overheating".  Stay warm but avoid getting too hot.  When 
your clothing gets damp from perspiration, the spaces previously occupied by still air, which is an 
excellent insulator, become filled with heat-conducting moisture.  This allows your body heat to 
escape, and you become cold.  Another reason for avoiding perspiration is that the evaporation 
of sweat from your body causes a great loss of heat. 
 
28. Overheating can be avoided by ventilation or by removing layers.  For instance: 
 

a. remove your mitts, and switch to gloves; 
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b. push back your parka hood; 

 
c. open your parka partially and loosen it at the waist; 

 
d. open your trousers at the cuffs and at the waist; 

 
e. open the sleeves of your parka at the wrists; and 

 
f. pump air through your clothing. 

 
29. Even in the coldest weather you can sweat.  Do whatever is necessary to prevent this.  
Do not overheat. 
 
30. The third principle is that clothing should be “loose fitting and worn in layers”.  If clothes 
are tight fitting there is less space for insulating air and your circulation may be restricted, 
causing you to be cold.  Also, by wearing your clothes in layers you increase the amount of dead 
air surrounding your body.  By adding another layer of clothing you add another layer of dead air 
making yourself warmer.  To become cooler, remove a layer. 
 
31. The last principle is "Keep your clothing dry".  Moisture can soak into your clothes from 
two directions; from the melting snow and frost which has collected on the outside of your 
clothing and from your own sweat.  Whenever entering any heated shelter or vehicle, remember 
to brush or shake all the snow and frost from your clothes.  Take advantage of each and every 
opportunity available to you to dry out your clothes in the following articles. 
 
Drying Wet Clothing 
 
32. Hang each piece separately. 
 

a. Do not hang things directly over the stove, they may fall down. 
 

b. Do not place anything too close to the stove or to hot pipes.  Nylon melts very 
easily and wool quickly becomes scorched. 

 
c. Do not hang clothes over steaming pots. 

 
d. Do not try to warm your feet in front of a fire whilst wearing footwear.  Your 

footwear will burn long before your feet are warm. 
 
Drying Damp Clothing 
 
33. Hang damp clothes on your rucksack on the march.  Place damp articles under your pack 
close to your body. 
 
34. Do not place damp clothing in your sleeping bag to dry.  This only transfers moisture 
from your damp clothing into the down of your sleeping bag. 
 
35. Take every chance you get to dry your clothes.  Your comfort, and possibly your life, will 
depend upon it. 
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SLEEPING BAGS 
 
General 
 
37. There are as many different types of sleeping bags on the market as there are outdoor 
enthusiasts.  There are many variables to consider when purchasing a sleeping bag.  A sleeping 
bag that is suitable for cold winter conditions should be a mummy design or a modified mummy 
shape, which is usually called a barrel shape.  A true mummy bag does not have a zipper or the 
zipper only comes down to mid length.  The length of the zipper is not as critical as how the 
zipper area is insulated.  However, there should be no zipper across the foot box (the bottom) of 
the bag and there should be a substantial baffle covering the zipper.  A winter sleeping bag 
should also have a hood.  Hoods are an integral part of most winter sleeping bags. 
 
38. The warmth of the sleeping bag will depend on the amount of loft, construction method, 
and the fit.  A number of other factors that are often ignored and will determine how warmly you 
sleep are: 
 

a. damp clothing or sleeping bag; 
 

b. type of shelter used; 
 

c. type of ground insulation; 
 

d. how well you have eaten; 
 

e. physical condition; and 
 

f. age of the sleeping bag. 
 
39. The warmest sleeping bag will conform to the body and retain its loft.  A barrel or 
mummy shaped bag is not as comfortable as a rectangular bag but is much warmer.  The 
amount of loft (insulation thickness between you and the outside air) depends on both the 
construction method and the insulating material. 
 
40. All sleeping bags are insulated with down or one of a number of synthetic fibres.  For a 
high warmth to weight ration (good loft), the efficiency of down has never been duplicated by a 
synthetic.  The only disadvantage of down is that it loses its loft when it is damp.  In moist 
climates or during lengthy winter trips, down sleeping bags will eventually take on enough 
moisture to render them useless.  In cold, dry climates, down sleeping bags are the preferred 
choice. 
 
Arctic Sleeping Bag 
 
41. The military issue sleeping bags are designed for adults for use in cold, dry winter 
conditions. 
 
42. There are many different designs of Arctic sleeping bags, but only two main types.  The 
main types are the mummy type, which is narrow and fits around your body closely so that when 
you turn the whole bag turns with you; and the hunting bag type which is shaped more like your 
normal bed and does not turn with you when you turn in your sleep.  It is simply a matter of 
opinion as to which type is better.  Both have been specifically designed to be used in extremely 
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cold weather and will be beneficial on your cold weather trips. 
 
43. Arctic sleeping bags are light and easy to carry, and yet are extremely warm.  No matter 
what type you use, you can sleep comfortably in it even when the temperature drops many 
degrees below zero. 
 
Component Parts 
 
44. Many sleeping bags consist of a number of parts using the layer principle.  Thus it is 
possible to use either the complete bag when it is very cold or only part of it if the weather is 
warmer.  The main parts of the military sleeping bag are: 
 

a. the outer bag; 
 

b. the inner bag; 
 

c. the liner; 
 

d. the hood; and 
 

e. the protective case. 
 
45. These components are discussed below: 
 

a. The Outer Bag.  The outer bag is down filled.  At the bottom, on some types, 
there are snap fasteners to adjust the length to suit you.  Get your bag to fit 
you. If it is too big it will be cold because you will not be able to warm it up 
properly.  If it is too small you will also be cold because you cannot get your 
whole body into it.  It is also important that the bag closes around your waist 
and shoulders properly.  If you are using the mummy type bag using drawstrings 
at the waist and around the shoulders can tighten it.  With the hunting bag there 
is generally a zipper, which runs most of the length of the bag.  By closing the 
zipper the bag is closed up tight. 

 
b. The Inner Bag.  The inner bag is constructed in exactly the same way as the 

outer bag and must fit properly.  When a liner is being used it should be 
attached to the bag to prevent it twisting around as you turn in your sleep.  The 
same rules for fitting the bag, both with regards to length and snugness, apply 
as they did with the outer bag. 

 
c. The Liner.  The liner is generally made of flannelette and attaches to the inner 

bag by tapes.  It is issued, not for warmth, but to keep the inner bag clean.  If 
you are issued with a liner, use it, as your bag may eventually have to be passed 
onto someone else.  Keep the bag clean; your health may depend on it. 

 
d. The Hood.  The hood keeps the head and upper body warm so there is less 

inclination to pull down inside the bag to keep warm.  This helps prevent the 
condensation, which would result from breathing inside the sleeping bag.  The 
military hood has straps, which fit under the arms and covers the top of the 
shoulders, the neck and all of the head except for the front of the face.  Some of 
the older types of military sleeping bags do not include hoods. 
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e. The Protective Carrying Case.  The protective carrying case should be 

waterproof and is designed to hold the sleeping bag when the bag is not in use. 
 
Using the Sleeping Bag 
 
46. To prepare the sleeping bag for use, follow these steps: 
 

a. remove from the protective carrying case; 
 

b. simply pull the sleeping bag from the stuff sack; 
 

c. fluff up the down in it to ensure you make it as warm as possible; 
 

d. open the bag and slip into it; 
 

e. if available, wrap the head flaps around your head or wear the hood/toque; and 
 

f. fit the bag snugly around yourself and close it up either with the zipper or 
drawstrings. 

 
47. On getting up, always shake the warm, moist air out of the sleeping bag and stuff it into 
the protective carrying case from the bottom first to force any remaining warm air out of it.  
Secure the carrying case and use the compression lacing on the side of the carrying case to 
compress the bag into a size more easily carried. 
 
Hints:  
 

a) When it is necessary to get out of the bag quickly, stand-up inside the bag, release the 
drawstrings or zipper and the bag will fall away from you; 

 
b) Never sleep with your head inside the bag.  While you are sleeping you breathe heavily 

and the moisture from your breath will go inside the bag.  This makes it wet, causing the 
moisture to freeze and eventually the bag will become hard, very cold and 
uncomfortable. 

 
Care and Maintenance 
 
48. The following are some tips on looking after your sleeping bag: 
 

a. always inspect the bag for rips and tears; 
 

b. make sure that you keep the bag clean.  Always use the liner; 
 

c. keep the bag as dry as possible by turning it inside out and drying it in the fresh 
air daily; 

 
d. before using, test all the tapes and the zipper to make certain they are working 

properly.  If there are loose tapes, sew them on.  If the zipper is getting stiff use 
candle wax to lubricate it; 
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e. always fluff up the bag before using it.  This will give the best possible warmth 
by getting the best insulation from the down; 

 
f. if liquid or food is spilled on the sleeping bag the insulation will be lost.  Liquid is 

a very good conductor of heat, and for the same reason it is a good conductor of 
cold.  Wet patches are cold patches.  Avoid letting food or liquid fall onto the 
bag; 

 
g. never smoke inside the sleeping bag.  Generally, the sleeping bag is covered with 

nylon; any hot objects falling onto it will quickly melt the cloth; 
 

h. when not using the bag ensure that it is stuffed inside the protective carrying 
case; Do not roll the sleeping bag as it packs down the material within that 
provides the insulation, and 

 
j. if using a sleeping bag with zippers, be very careful when using them that you do 

not tear the cloth by allowing it to become caught up in the zipper.  This will 
happen all too often if you do not take care. 

 
Bivy Bags 
 
49. A ‘Bivy Bag’ is short for Bivouac Bag or Sack and is an extremely lightweight alternative 
to a tent system. Made of laminated Nylon or Gortex, a Bivy Bag at its barest is a thin waterproof 
fabric shell designed to slip over the sleeping bag, providing an additional 5 to 10°F of insulation 
and forming a protective barrier from the wind and rain. In the winter care must be taken when 
using a Bivy Bag to ensure adequate airflow around the head area so that moisture does not 
build up on the inside of the Bivy Bag which will freeze.  
 
Insulating Pad or Air Mattress 
 
50. If you have ever slept on the bare ground you will know that the heat seems to be 
sucked out of you to the cold earth. Hence the need for an insulating layer between the sleeping 
bag and ground. There are two types of mattresses: the inflatable mattress and the self-
inflatable mattress. The inflatable mattress offers a layer of air 3 to 4 inches from the ground to 
the user. The air mattress should not be inflated orally otherwise the stopper will freeze to the 
inlet stem and ice will form inside the air mattress from condensation of the breath. This will 
cause the rubber to crack when removing the stopper or rolling up the air mattress.  
 
51. One of the better types of insulating pads is constructed of waterproof closed cell foam.  
These closed cell foam pads are often referred to as Ensolite, Airolite or Evazote pads. Self-
inflating foam mattresses inflate with air but circulation is restricted by porous foam, a common 
model is the “Thermarest”. Closed cell foam pads are relatively inexpensive especially when 
bought in quantity and cut to size. These mattresses offer a layer of 1 – 2 inches from the 
ground to the user. 
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The Rucksack 
 
52. The rucksack is the normal general issue load-carrying item of equipment for troops 
engaged in cold weather training and operations.  It carries the cadet's immediate needs of 
clothing and equipment.  They therefore must know how to assemble, pack and adjust it, for 
maximum comfort and balance. 
 
53. The rucksack can be packed and adjusted for skiing, snowshoeing and marching on foot. 
 When properly fitted it permits: 
 

a. freedom of the shoulders and hips; 
 

b. a natural erect position; and 
 

c. a normal gait. 
 
Description 
 
54. The rucksack is ideal for carrying medium-weight loads of from 30 to 50 pounds.  It can 
be used with or without the pack-frame.  Most of the weight is distributed on the hips so that the 
shoulders take only a part of it.  This gives the low centre of gravity needed for snow-shoeing.  
The frame holds the load off the back, allowing the air to circulate between the clothes and the 
back of the pack.  This reduces the perspiration that collects on the back.  Another good feature 
is that the shoulder straps can be adjusted when wearing mitts.  Other uses for the rucksack are: 
 

a. as a pillow while sleeping; 
 

b. as a windbreak while resting; 
 

c. as part of a component of a pack board; 
 

d. as a foot-warmer, by placing your feet inside the bag; and 
 

e. in an emergency, for transporting a casualty by seating the casualty in the sack, 
after holes have been cut for their legs. 

 
Assembly - Attachment of Strap Components to the Frame 
 
55. Sliding bar plastic buckles are used for attachment of most of the strap components to 
the frame.  The sequence of operations for threading a strap through the buckle follows: 
 

a. Step 1 - Strap end is threaded through the buckle behind the sliding bar. 
 

b. Step 2 - Strap end is looped over the sliding bar and through the buckle. 
 

c. Step 3 - Strap end is pulled tight. 
 
To loosen strap, lift up on the tapered projection on the front of the buckle. 
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Packing 
 
56. When you load your rucksack pack heavy items at the bottom next to the  frame.  This 
places most of the weight on your hips, which you need for good balance. 
 
57. When loading: 
 

a. place heavy objects near the frame; 
 

b. place sharp and hard objects inside where they will not rub on the bag; 
 

c. place frequently needed articles in the outside pockets; and 
 

d. keep maps and other flat objects in the flap pocket. 
 
58. The many pockets and partitions make it unnecessary to unpack the entire load to find 
frequently needed items or changes of clothing. 
 
59. Explain and demonstrate the following suggested method of packing: 
 

a. Place the items in the sequence listed in the main pouch - 
 

(1) duffle socks, 
 

(2) one pair woollen socks, 
 

(3) one pair felt insoles, 
 
(4) shirt, woollen, 

 
(5) undershirt, extreme cold weather, 

 
(6) drawers, extreme cold weather, and 

 
(7) sweater, high neck. 

 
b. Centre outside pocket - 24 hour rations. 

 
c. Side outside pockets - 

 
(1) one pair wool socks, 

 
(2) length of lampwick, 

 
(3) gloves, anti-contact, 

 
(4) match box, and 

 
(5) toilet articles. 
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Thermos Bottle and Insulation Cover 
 
60. a. The thermos should be attached to the outside of the rucksack where it is 

immediately available. 
 

b. If the thermos cup is frozen to the thermos, the cap must be removed from the 
bottle carefully to ensure that the seal between the outer and inner bottles is not 
broken.  If possible, hold the thermos cup over a steaming pot, and, by revolving 
the thermos slowly, gently work the cap free.  Wash out the thermos with hot 
water whenever you have the opportunity. 

 
Pocket Items 
 
61. a. Do not leave pocket items scattered about where they can be covered with snow 

and buried, or where someone will step on them. 
 

b. If your waterproof matchbox is cracked, get it replaced. 
 

c. Keep your sunglasses in their case when not in use to prevent them from getting 
cracked or scratched.  To prevent the glasses from fogging adjust your parka 
hood so that your breath will not be channelled over your glasses. 

 
d. Keep your knife sharp, using the file provided in the snow tools case, and keep it 

free from rust. 
 

e. Anti-chap lipstick is provided to protect your lips from chapping.  Keep it with you 
at all times. 

 
The Tumpline 
 
62. A tumpline can be improvised from any suitable material or straps, ropes etc will do.  
Except for conditioning your neck no special skill is needed to use one.  Although a tumpline is 
most useful for carrying heavy loads, it has the disadvantage of restricting the movement of the 
head. 
 
Assembling 
 
63. When you improvise or prepare a tumpline for use: 
 

a. pad the headband; and 
 

b. make sure its length is right for you. 
 
Using the Tumpline 
 
64. It can be attached to a packboard, rucksack or any type of equipment, which has no 
carrying devices.  When used it should be attached near the top of the load. 
 
65. Get used to using a tumpline, as it is most useful and will save you a lot of fatigue. 
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Adjustment 
 
66. To use it properly it should be adjusted so that the headband is snug and comfortable 
and exerts an even pressure on each side. 
 
67. By alternating between the use of the headband and the shoulder straps, when using 
other types of carrying equipment, loads may be carried a great distance with less fatigue. 
 
68. By carefully preparing your load carrying equipment and by obeying the rules for packing 
and carrying as given you should be able to carry heavy loads with the least effort. 
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SNOWSHOES AND SNOWSHOEING 
 
Requirement 
 
69. Cadets taking part in winter operations must be equipped and trained in the use of 
snowshoes, not only in the Arctic and Sub arctic but also in all areas where deep snow is likely to 
be found. Snowshoes are required wherever soft snow is ankle deep or more, for under these 
conditions marching becomes difficult and exhausting. 
 
70. In the forested areas of the northern regions snowshoes are necessary all winter. 
 
71. In areas where the snow has been exposed to continual buffeting by the wind and low 
temperatures, snowshoes are not required, for the snow becomes exceedingly hard except in the 
shelter of obstacles, etc. 
 
72. Snow-shoes are personal equipment and when not worn should be carried slung across 
your rucksack.  They may be lashed to toboggans only when commanders are certain that there 
will be no requirement for them.  Under no circumstances will you be permitted to leave the unit 
main body or your campsite without your snowshoes if snow is heavy on the ground. 
 
73. Snow-shoes are usually worn instead of skis because: 
 

a. they are easier to use and require less training; 
 

b. men on snowshoes can pull heavier loads than they can on skis; 
 

c. snowshoes are easier to handle in rough or wooded terrain; 
 

d. they require less maintenance than skis; 
 

e. they are light and easy to pack and carry; and 
 

f. they leave your hands free. 
 
74. Snow-shoes are usually constructed of: 
 

a. wood and gut; or 
 

b. metal and nylon. 
 
75. The trail type made of magnesium and nylon is the type in general use in the Forces.  
This type gives satisfactory flotation over all types of snow. 
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Snowshoe Bindings 
 

 
 
 
Care and Maintenance 
 
76. If you are to keep mobile in winter you will need snow-shoes.  You must therefore know 
how to look after them and repair them.  The next few lines will tell you how to do this: 
 

a. whenever a strand of the webbing breaks, repair it immediately with cord or 
lampwick or the whole webbing will loosen; and 

 
b. treat all leather with a leather preservative.  Test it to make sure it has not 

deteriorated. 
 
Storage 
 
77. When you are on the trail, hang snowshoes where rats, foxes and other animals cannot 
reach them.  These animals will eat the webbing and leather harness if they can. 
 
78. No special storage is required for snowshoes of metal nylon construction. 
 
Training 
 
79. Although little time and instruction is required to teach you to snowshoe adequately, you 
will have to keep in practice so that your feet and certain muscles not used in ordinary marching 
become hardened.  After a little instruction, conditioning marches over increasingly difficult 
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terrain and with increasingly heavier packs and sleds will produce the necessary standards of skill 
and fitness. 
 
80. Thorough instruction and ample training will also reduce the high percentage of 
breakages that occur.  Winter exercises have always had a high snowshoe casualty rate.  Broken 
snowshoes can leave you in a very bad position.  Use them, as you will be taught.  They can 
save you a lot of fatigue and discomfort. 
 
Rate of Movement 
 
81. The rate of movement on snowshoes is much the same as normal marching pace.  
However, such factors as the weight of the load you are carrying or hauling, the terrain, the type 
of snow, the weather, your training and condition will affect the speed and distance you can 
manage. 
 
Snowshoe Technique 
 
82. There are a number of techniques you must learn before you can say you know how to 
use snowshoes.  Here they are.  But remember, knowing them is not enough.  You must practise 
them. 
 
Soft Snow 
 
83. To save energy on long marches in soft snow, adopt a loose-limbed, rolling gait.  Lift 
your snowshoes to clear the snow and thrust them forward to complete each pace.  If a 
snowshoe catches in the snow, pull your foot back, lift it up and then continue to stride. 
 
Hard Snow 
 
84. In hard or packed snow, which gives good support, use a shorter stride.  When marching 
on hard snow the spring-like tension on the webbing is lost, and the "heel-and-toe" long stride is 
tiring on your knees.  The fastest and least fatiguing method of travel under these circumstances 
is a loose-kneed, short, rocking gait. 
 
Obstacles 
 
85. Never bridge two obstacles with your snowshoes.  Bogs, ditches, fallen trees, etc may be 
jumped, but do not let the trails of your snowshoes fall downward.  If the trail is vertical when 
you land, it will strike the snow surface first and may throw you. 
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THE KICK TURN 
 
 (BY NUMBERS) 
The Kick Turn 
 
86. To turn on the trail use a kick turn.  Lift your right leg, swing it back, and then kick it 
forward and upwards.  At the top of the kick just as the trailing edge of the snowshoe clears the 
snow, turn your foot outward.  Continue to turn the foot as you lower your leg until your foot 
faces the rear as it comes to rest on the snow.  Shift your weight to right foot and then raise 
your left foot.  Bring it over the trailing edge of the right snowshoe, and face it in the direction of 
the right foot.  That completes the turn. 
 
87. Follow the same drill, leading with the left foot, to make a turn to the left. 
 

 
 
 
Rough Ground 
 
88. The trail type snowshoe is better for marching in mountainous country where the snow is 
normally very deep and the ground uneven.  In this sort of "going" the turned-up toe of the trail 
type snow-show prevents the front from catching when descending the steeper slopes. 
 
89. When snowshoeing on steep slopes where the snow is soft and deep, make a trail across 
the slope by packing down the snow with your snowshoes to form a platform.  If you are 
following this kind of trail, step lightly on the downhill snowshoe. 
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COLEMAN LAMP CF 290A/288A 

  
DESCRIPTION 

 
  
 
90. The main outer parts are: 
 

 
 
 

1. Ventilator Nut / Ball Nut  
2. Ventilator 
3. Mantle 
4. Handle / Bail 
5. Pyrex globe 
6. Fuel valve 
7. Fuel cap 
8. Pump Knob 
9. Tank / Fount 
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Stripping, Assembling and User Repairs 
 
91. Replacing and Burning New Mantles: 
 

a. Remove ventilator nut, handle, ventilator and Pyrex globe. 
b. Remove old mantle completely. 
c. Tie new mantle to the groove in the burner cap. 
d. Light the bottom of the mantle evenly (move match back and forth) and allow it 

to burn until a white ash remains. Once mantles have been burned away they 
are very fragile. Be careful not to touch them with your fingers or with a match. 

e. Replace the globe, ventilator, handle and ventilator nut carefully without jarring 
the mantle. 

f. Light the lamp after the mantle has cooled off. 
  
92. Replacing New Generator: 
 

a. Remove ventilator nut, ventilator, handle and Pyrex globe. 
b. Remove the wing nut from the stud at the centre of the valve body. 
c. Remove the yoke assembly. 
d. Unscrew the generator jamb nut. 
e. With the gas tip cleaning level pointing up, lift up and disengage the generator 

needle. 
f. Discard the old generator completely, keeping only the generator jamb nut. 
g. Withdraw the new generator needle out of the generator tube about 1/2 inch. 
h. Place the hook of the generator needle through the eccentric block with the 

closed side of the generator hook in the cut-away portion of the eccentric block. 
j. Turn the gap tip-cleaning lever down.  This will prevent the generator needle 

from becoming disengaged. 
k. Holding the generator tube down, screw on and tighten the jamb nut. 
m. Assemble the lamp in the reverse order. 

 
93. Replacing New Pump Leather: 
 

a. Remove the two screws from the sides of the pump cap. 
b. Turn the pump handle clockwise to ensure the air stem is closed. 
c. Withdraw the pump from the tank.  The air stem will remain in the tank and 

must be left in the closed position to prevent the escape of any fuel. 
d. From the pump, remove the pump leather nut and the pump leather will slide 

off. 
e. Replace new pump leather and the pump leather nut.  The new leather must be 

oiled and worked in the hands to soften it up. 
f. Replace the pump in the tank, making sure that the pump leather does not curl 

or fold back.  Rotating the pump slightly easily does this.  This rotating motion 
also lines up the square end of the air stem and the square hollow of the pump 
rod handle. 

g. Replace the two screws in the sides of the pump cap. 
 
94. Replacing Valve Stem Packing: 
 

a. Unscrew the valve stem jamb nut. 
b. Unscrew the valve stem by turning the valve wheel (about 15 turns). 
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c. Pull out on the valve wheel and the valve stem should come out.  If it does not, 
unscrew a few more turns and try again. 

d. With the valve stem out, remove the valve wheel screw, valve wheel, jamb nut 
and brass washer. 

e. Remove any remaining pieces of the valve stem packing and replace it with a 
new piece. 

f. Assemble in reverse order. 
g. Screw the valve stem in about half way and start to tighten the jamb nut.  As the 

jamb nut is tightened, it applies pressure on the valve stem packing by 
squeezing it between the two brass washers.  This action forces the valve stem 
packing out against the valve stem tube and against the valve stem, making a 
leak proof seal. 

h. Pump up the lamp to test the valve stem for leaks.  Do not tighten the jamb nut 
any more than necessary to stop the fuel from leaking as this also regulates the 
tension of the valve wheel. 

 
95. Replacing Filler Plug Gasket: 
 

a. Remove the filler plug from the tank. 
b. Unscrew the filler plug screw from the filler plug core.  This screw fits loosely 

through the filler plug cap. 
c. Remove the old filler plug gasket from the filler plug core.  This may have to be 

scraped off with a dull knife. 
d. Replace with a new filler plug gasket and assemble in the reverse order. 

 
Operation 
 
96. To Fill: 
 

a. Always fill lamps outside of shelters. 
b. Remove the filler plug and using a filter funnel, fill the tank with naphtha 

gasoline.  This is the only type of gasoline this lamp will burn properly. 
c. Replace the filler plug and tighten firmly with the fingers. 
d. The lamp will burn 6 to 8 hours. 

 
97. To Pump: 
 

a. Ensure that the fuel valve is closed tightly. 
b. Turn the pump rod handle to the left three turns, placing the thumb over the 

hole in the pump rod handle and pump 30 to 35 full strokes. You do not need to 
remove your thumb from the pump rod handle while pumping this model of 
Lantern. 

c. Turn pump rod handle to the right until tight. 
 
98. To Light: 
 

a. In operations or when undergoing operational training where concealment is 
considered mandatory by the officer in charge, lamps may be lit under cover or 
in a tent.  Lighting will only be carried out after any excess fuel has been wiped 
off and the lamp has been moved to a place under the highest portion of the 
tent or shelter.  Under all other conditions lamps will be lit in the open. 
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b. Turn the gap tip-cleaning lever several turns and leave the lever point 
downwards. 

c. Insert a lighted match through the lighting hole and hold it under the mantle, at 
the same time opening valve stem one quarter turn only.  Do not touch mantle 
with the match. 

d. When the lamp is burning with an even white light, turn the fuel valve as far as 
possible to the left. 

 
99. To extinguish, turn the fuel valve to the right until closed. 
 
Light Discipline 
 
100. Pressure lamps produce a brilliant light.  In operations a door shade should be 
constructed and the lamp dimmed by turning up the gap tip-cleaning lever.  If a shade is not 
constructed, the lamp must be extinguished when the door of the tent or shelter is opened, 
otherwise, a flash of light, visible for miles, will be produced. 
 
Care and Maintenance 
 
101. Care and maintenance must cover the following: 
 

a. Always use clean naphtha gas. 
b. Use a filter funnel. 
c. Clean the tank at lease once each month. 
d. Oil the pump leather at least once each month. 
e. Clean the gap tip by turning the cleaning lever before lighting. 
f. Avoid damage to the generator parts by handling the lantern carefully. 
g. When using the wrench be careful not to strip the threads. 

 
Safety Precautions 
 
102. The following safety precautions must always be adhered to: 
 

a. Make sure that the filler plug is tightly closed before pumping the lamp, 
otherwise gas will escape and may ignite. 

b. Do not release the pressure near another burning lamp or stove.  Escaping gas 
or fumes may ignite. 

c. Release the pressure after the lamp has been turned off and is cool.  Do this 
outside the tent or shelter. 

d. Keep a burning lamp away from any inflammable material (tent liners, dry 
clothes, etc). 

e. When a lamp is burning keep your shelter or tent well ventilated. 
f. The lamp should never be placed in a position over a stove as this causes a 

pressure build up in the fuel container and the likelihood of an explosion. 
 
Common Faults and Remedies 
 
103. Generator: 
 

a. Fault - No gas comes through the generator to the mantle.  The generator being 
completely carboned up causes this or the tip of the gas-cleaning needle has 
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been sheared off and is jammed in the generator tip. 
b. Remedy - Replace generator. 
c. Fault - The lamp will not burn with a bright white light.  The generator being 

almost clogged up by carbon causes this or when the generator was replaced, 
the generator needle became disengaged from the eccentric block. 

d. Remedy - Remove generator.  Check position of generator needle if disengaged 
engage needle; if needle was engaged, replace with new generator. 

e. Fault - The lamp burns with a flickering white and yellow light.  This is caused 
when the tip of the cleaning needle has become burnt or blunted from cleaning 
the carbon from the gas tip and as a result it cannot completely clean the 
opening of the gas tip. 

f. Remedy - Replace generator. 
 
104. Burner Cap: 
 

a. Fault - When the lamp is lit, the fuel does not burn in the mantle in the even 
bright light but burns with a jet of flame and blows out the bottom of the mantle. 
 This happens when a part of the screen in the burner cap has been burnt away 
or the screen has fallen out of the burner cap. 

b. Remedy - Replace burner cap; if no new burner cap is available, and the screen 
of the burner cap has fallen out but not burnt, replace in burner cap and clinch in 
place with a pair of pliers.  This is only a temporary repair and the burner cap 
must be replaced with a new one at the first opportunity. 

Conclusion 
 
105. Efficient operation depends upon a good knowledge of lamps and proper maintenance. 
 
106. Safety precautions must be strictly enforced. 
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COLEMAN STOVE – TWO BURNER 
  

 
 
107. Characteristics.  The Coleman Model 425/431 stove is a highly efficient piece of 
equipment with characteristics that make it particularly suitable for operations in cold weather.  
The main characteristics are: 
 

a. When shielded from the wind, it can be used in temperatures down to -52°C or -
62°F; 

b. Operates on naphtha; 
c. Flame can be quickly extinguished; 
d. Capable of operating with a clean, smokeless flame; 
e. Easily ignited in cold weather; 
f. Hazards are few if proper precautions are taken; 
g. Does not rattle when man-packed; 
h. Easy to refuel; 
j. No obnoxious odours; 
k. Fuel in tank will not spill when being carried in any position; 
m. Cools off quickly; and 
n. Easily cleaned and repaired. 

 
Description 
 
108. The main outer parts are as follows: 
 

a. Stove Box.  This is the container in which the burner assemblies are stored 
along with the fuel tank and generator assemblies. 

 
b. Control Valve Assembly.  This consists of the valve wheel, nut and body.  Its 

function is to regulate the flow of pressurized naphtha from the fuel tank through 
the generator to the burner head. 

 
c. Main Burner Head.  The main burner head is located on the right of the stove 

and consists of a burner cap and screw (small) along with a series of large 
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burner rings.  The entire assembly sits in a large burner bowl.  The main burner 
control knob is located on the valve and generator assembly. 

 
d. Auxiliary Burner Head.  The auxiliary burner head is located on the left of the 

stove and consists of a burner cap and screw (small) along with a series of small 
burner rings.  The entire assembly sits in a small burner bowl.  The auxiliary 
burner control is located in the left end of the stove box. 

 
e. Pump Assembly.  Pump assembly is fitted into the tank filling and is held in 

place by a pump cap clip. 
 

f. Fuel Tank. 
 

g. Wind Baffles. 
 

h. Stove Grate. 
 
Stripping and Assembly 
 
109. To replace the generator: 
 

a. Unscrew the generator from the valve assembly using a pair of pliers.  Discard 
the old generator. 

b. To separate the generator needle from the valve assembly grasp the needle with 
a pair of pliers and unscrew from the valve assembly.  Discard the old needle. 

c. Replace with a new generator and assemble in the reverse order. 
 
110. To replace pump leather: 
 

a. Empty tank of fuel. 
b. Turn pump knob to left to open - approximately 12 turns. 
c. Remove pump cap clip and pull out pump plunger assembly. 
d. Remove nut from end of plunger. 
e. Replace pump leather. 
f. Push out onto plunger. 
g. Work several drops of oil into new pump leather, until soft and pliable. 
h. Re-insert air stem into plunger and place pump plunger assembly into tank.  Be 

careful that pump leather does not fold, crimp or invert when being inserted in 
tube. 

 
Common Faults, Stoppages and Remedies 
 
111. Generator 
 

a. Fault - No gas comes through the generator to the burner.  This happens when 
the generator is completely carboned up or the tip of the generator needle is 
sheared off and is jammed in the end of the gas tip preventing any fuel getting 
through. 

b. Remedy - Replace generator. 
c. Fault - Stove will only burn yellow flame.  This happens when the generator is 

almost clogged up with carbon. 
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d. Remedy - Replace generator. 
e. Fault - The stove will not burn with a blue flame; it roars and flares.  This 

happens when the gas tip has "carboned up" and the generator needle is bent or 
twisted due to it being forced against hard carbon. 

f. Remedy - Replace generator. 
g. Fault - The stove burns with a low yellow flame with raw gas in the bottom of 

the burner head.  Flooding the stove causes this. 
h. Remedy - Carry out proper lighting drill. 

 
112. Pump 
 

a. Fault - There is no pressure or there is a lack of pressure on the downward 
stroke.  This is caused by one of the following: 

 
(1) Pump leather placed on pump incorrectly or the pump leather creased, 

curled, or folded back on itself when the pump was being assembled. 
(2) Pump leather worn out. 
(3) Pump leather dry. 
(4) Ice on the pump leather.  This generally happens after the stove has 

been turned off and in the process of cooling, moisture condenses on 
the pump leather.  As the stove cools this will freeze and as a result 
when the stove is pumped, the ice riding between the pump leather and 
the pump tube will allow the air to escape. 

(5) Pump leather nut has become unscrewed.  This along with the pump 
leather will remain at the bottom of the air stem and will not move when 
the pump rod is drawn up. 

 
b. Remedy - Replace pump leather. 

 
113. Filler Plug 
 

a. Fault - When the stove is pumped or is being pumped and gas either sprays or 
leaks out of the filler plug, one of the following will be the cause: 

 
(1) Filler plug not tight; 
(2) Ice in filler plug; or 
(3) Gasket of filler plug worn out. 

 
b. Remedy - To remedy any of the faults, carry out one of the following: 

 
(1) Tighten filler plug hand tight; 
(2) Remove any ice from filler plug gasket; or 
(3) Replace filler plug. 

 
114. Filling 
 
 a. Always fill the stove in the open. 

b. Remove filler plug and fill stove. 
c. Replace filler plug, hand tight. 
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115. To Pump 
 

a. Make sure the control knob is in the "OFF" position. 
b. Turn the pump rod handle to the left three turns, placing the thumb over the hole in 

the pump rod handle and pump 30 to 35 full strokes. You do not need to remove 
your thumb from the pump rod handle while pumping this model of Coleman Stove. 

c. Turn the pump rod to the right until it is closed tight. 
 
116. To Install Tank 
 

a. Insert generator into large hole in front of stove, then into opening in mixing 
chamber above the burner. 

b. Engage hanger brackets on tank into slots in front of the stove case. 
c. If the stove is to be moved after lighting, place the cotter pin through the hole in the 

fuel tanks hanger bracket. Once the stove is located where it is to be used, remove 
the cotter pin from the bracket. NEVER leave the cotter pin in the bracket while the 
stove is operating. 

 
117. To Light Main Burner 
 

a. Ensure auxiliary valve(s) is closed and tank is pumped up. 
b. Do not lean over stove while lighting. 
c. Hold lighted match to main burner. 
d. Turn control knob to "LITE" position.  Burner will light and burn with a high yellow 

flame. 
e. When flame turns blue in colour (approximately one minute), turn control knob to 

the desired heat setting "Hi - Lo". 
f. When operating or turning stove to "Lo" position, check flame to be sure that it has 

not extinguished. 
 

NOTE: Should stove fail to light or the match goes out before ignition, turn control knob 
to the "OFF" position and wait for two minutes before relighting stove. 

 
118. To Light Auxiliary Burner(s) 
 

a. After main burner has been lit, the auxiliary burner may be lit as well. 
b. Hold match to auxiliary burner, open auxiliary valve located on end of stove, next to 

burner. 
 

NOTE: Main burner may require adjustment after lighting auxiliary burner. 
 
119.  To Shut Off Burners 
 

a. Close auxiliary burner valves(s). 
b. Remove cooking utensils from stove, turn control knob (clockwise) to "LITE" position 

for 60 seconds, and then turn to "OFF" position.  Do not force past "OFF" position. 
 

NOTE: Small flame on main burner will continue to burn for a few minutes, until fuel 
empties from generator. 
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120. To Pack the Stove 
 

a. Allow stove to cool before packing. 
b. Reverse procedure in opening stove.  The tank and generator assembly go in the left 

end of the stove, as you face it, with the control knob at rear of case. 
 
Care and Maintenance 
 
121. Care and maintenance should cover the following: 
 

a. Use only naphtha gasoline. 
b. Use a filter funnel when filling the stove. 
c. Clean the gas tank at least once a month. 
d. Keep the pump leather soft by applying a few drops of oil each month. 
e. Handle with care.  Do not force the parts.  Carry all the necessary spare parts. 

 
Safety Precautions - All Stoves 
 
122. The following safety precautions are to be taken: 
 

a. Make sure the filler plug is tightly closed before pumping the stove otherwise gas 
will spray and may be ignited. 

b. Do not release the pressure near another burning stove.  If the stove is pumped 
and the filler plug loosened, gas will spray out or fumes will blow out.  If these 
come in contact with flame, they will ignite. 

c. Release pressure when the stove has been turned off and is cool.  Do this 
outside. 

d. Keep a burning stove away from any inflammable material (tent liners, dry 
clothes, etc). 

e. When a stove is burning keep your tent or shelter well ventilated. 
 
Mountain Stove/Backpack Stove 
 
123. Selecting a mountain stove/backpack stove involves more than a comparison of vital 
statistics.  Most shops or catalogues produce charts comparing stoves, but most fail to analyze 
the operation of the stove in the field.  Here are some questions that you should ask yourself 
before buying a stove to be used in the winter.  These questions are: 

 
a. Will the stove start easily, in any type weather?  Is it reliable? 
b. How easy is it to operate?  What are the problems and hazards of starting and 

operating the stove? 
c. How often will it require maintenance?  Can the stove be repaired and 

maintained in the field?  Can you get parts for it? 
d. Is the stove stable with large pots on it? 
e. Can the stove be shielded from the wind or does it have a windscreen as a 

feature? 
f. What type of fuel does the stove use?  Is the fuel easily available?  Is this type of 

fuel and stove suited to use in winter conditions? 
g. Can the stove be packed easily?  How easily can it be damaged?  Will it spill or 

leak fuel in your pack?  Does it come in a protective case? 
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124. Once you have selected your stove, it is imperative that you become totally familiar with 
it before you take it into the field.  You should be comfortable enough to light it safely in the 
dark.  Check out your stove before departure and ensure that it is fully operational. 
 
 
125. Cooking Tips: 
 

a. Keep cleaning to a minimum.  Rinsing the pot after use and while it is still warm 
can do this.  Unless you can thoroughly rinse the pot avoid using soap, the soap 
residues are more likely to cause gastrointestinal problems than any bits of 
leftover food in cold weather.  Designate one pot as the cooking pot and another 
for heating water.  If you are worried about packing dirty pots, carry them in a 
stuff sack. 

 
b. Always use a lid on a pot to speed up cooking and help conserve fuel.  Another 

good idea is to place a piece of closed cell foam under the stove to keep it from 
melting and sinking into the snow. 

 
126. Most rules for stove use are common sense.  However, overlooking small details has 
been the downfall of many groups.  Do not let that happen to you!  Be prepared and consider all 
details carefully. 
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TOBOGGANS 
 
General 
 
127. When it is not practical to carry heavy equipment over snow with a rucksack, a toboggan 
can be utilized.  The two-person, Cargo 200 toboggan that is part of the Tent Group equipment 
used by the Canadian military is designed to be hauled by adults.  It is also designed for use in 
the Arctic where there is a light covering of cold, dry, snow.  In heavier snow and on even slight 
hills, hauling is difficult even for strong adults.  If younger cadets are camping with enough kit to 
make a toboggan necessary, you might want to consider paring down the equipment.  The one-
person Cargo 100 is a lighter more viable alternative military toboggan that cadets may be able 
to handle.  It can carry up to 100 pounds, can be handled by one adult, is particularly better for 
hauling in deep snow and is easier to manoeuvre in trees. 
 
128. There are many other toboggan alternatives.  Even snow sleds designed for kids, suitably 
rigged, will work well for moderate loads.  The following information on the Cargo 100 and 200 
toboggans is extracted from CFP 302(2) Northern Operations, A Soldier's Guide to the Cold. 
 
Loading 
 
General Rules 
 
129. The maximum weight, which can be transported by toboggan naturally, will vary with the 
snow conditions, terrain, strength of personnel and the weight/size ratio of what has to be 
carried.  The efficiency and ease with which it can be hauled will depend upon the way it is 
loaded.  Regardless of what you have to load onto them, there are certain rules, which you 
should follow to obtain the best results.  Here are the general rules that must be remembered 
when loading toboggans: 

 
a. loads should be as light as circumstances permit; 
 
b. all non-essential equipment must be eliminated; 

 
c. heavy objects should be low down and slightly to the rear of centre; if placed too far 

forward, steering and hauling will be difficult; 
 

d. long objects are best carried on top of the packed load; 
 

e. the load should be spread evenly along the toboggan; 
 

f. the loaded toboggan should not be top heavy or overloaded as overloading the 
toboggan will make it very difficult to pull; 

 
g. place any tools that you may need on the move, such as shovels, axes, etc on top of 

the load where you can get at them easily; 
 

h. The tent should be placed on the top of the load with the pole and base plate and 
snow shovels with spade end facing to rear. 

 
i. when loading fuel containers on the same toboggan with rations, place the fuel, 

stove and lantern to the rear to avoid risking harm to the rations. 
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Nevertheless, the continuous movement of the toboggan may cause the fuel to contaminate the 
rations regardless of where they are packed.  Proper drills and maintenance will prevent food 
contamination by fuel. 
 
Preparing the Lashing 
 
130. Before starting to load a toboggan, fix the lashing cord around it using the "D" rings and 
approximately twenty-five feet of cord, then follow these steps: 
 

a. attach to either the left or right front "D" ring one end of the cord using a 
bowline leaving a loop of about five to six inches; 

 
b. extend the lashing rearwards to the centre "D" ring and attach it with a clove 

hitch or thumb knot, adjusting the loop formed until it reaches approximately 
half way across the toboggan; 

 
c. extend the lashing to the rear "D" ring and again attach it with a clove hitch, 

leaving the same loop as before; 
 

d. cross the cord over the opposite "D" ring and this time form a loop 
approximately ten inches high; 

 
e. carry on lashing up the opposite side forming similar loops; and 

 
f. when finished, roll up the remaining cord ready for use when loading has been 

completed. 
 
Lashing 
 
131. Before moving off, ensure that the toboggan is properly loaded and lashed.  To ensure 
correct lashing of the toboggan apply the following drill: 
 

a. make sure that all items fit securely within the white nylon cover; 
 

b. tuck in and overlap the top of the nylon cover to ensure that the load is well 
covered; 

 
c. a large loop of lashing cord is anchored at the end of the nylon cover.  Secure 

the load by lashing it as follows: 
 

(1) using the two rows of hooks sewn into the cover, criss-cross the lashing 
across the top of the load, pulling it tight at each loop (see diagram); 

 
(2) at the opposite end of the cover, cross the lashing through the end 

hooks and pulls tight; 
 

(3) stretch the lashing back to the hook at the starting end and pull tight; 
 

(4) tie securely ensuring the lashing stays tight; and 
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(5) stow away the free end of the lashing cord that remains (see diagram); 
 

d. to check the tightness of the load, raise the front end of the toboggan and give it 
several vigorous shakes.  If it is not completely secure the lashing must be re-
tightened. 

 
 

 
 

Properly Lashed Toboggan
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Hauling 
 
Preparing the Towing Harness 
 
132. The towing harness is prepared as follows: 
 

a. attach the ends of the towing cord; using a bowline, one to each of the front "D" 
rings; 

 
b. adjust the length of the cord centering the web waistband approximately seven 

feet in front of the toboggan; and 
 

c. suspend the web waistband by means of a light cord draped around the neck.  
This is done by feeding a cord through one of the holes near the centre of the 
waistband, passing it around the neck and tying it to the centre hole with a 
slipknot.  The waistband can then be adjusted to the required height, the cord 
around the neck holding it in a comfortable position and leaving the hands free. 

 
Hauling 
 
133. Hauling a toboggan can be very tiring work unless one is physically fit.  As is true of 
almost anything, practice will make it easier. 
 
Tips 
 
134. a. A tip to remember, make sure that the harness waistband is kept in place by the 

loop of light cord worn around the neck.  Should it slip down too far, it will be 
very tiring on the legs. 

 
b. Avoid pulling the toboggan over bare rock and gravel patches as this will cause 

undue wear on the runners and will quickly ruin the toboggan.  Any damage to 
any part of the toboggan must be repaired as soon as possible. 

 
c. When operating in rolling or hill country, attach a length of cord to the two rear 

"D" rings of the toboggan.  This will allow a rear person to control the toboggan 
on a downgrade. 



PO 461 
 

NAVIGATE IN 
COLD WEATHER 
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PO 461 NAVIGATE IN COLD WEATHER 
 
General 
 
1. Map reading and navigation in winter follows the same principles as in summer.  In cold 
weather operations, however, map reading and navigation are more difficult and personnel taking 
part in such operations must know how to overcome the additional difficulties and hazards.  Being 
lost at 70° above zero may be serious; being lost at 30° below zero could be fatal. 
 
Navigation Problems 
 
2. Long nights, fog, snowfall, blizzards, and drifting snow - all will drastically limit visibility and, 
at times, an overcast sky and snow covered ground will create a situation of visibility (white-out) 
which makes it difficult to recognize ground features. 
 
3. Heavy snow may completely blot out tracks and trails, the outlines of small lakes and similar 
landmarks.  Because the country looks different in winter, special attention must be paid to 
identifying landmarks, both on the ground and in air photos. 
 
4. Lack of adequate large-scale maps, especially in far northern regions, will increase the need 
for air photos. 
 
5. Air photos taken in winter will be difficult to read because of the monotony of detail, absence 
of relief, contrasts and, in the more isolated areas, the absence of man-made works for use as 
reference points. 
 
6. Magnetic disturbances may be encountered in northern regions, which will make magnetic 
compass reading inaccurate. 
 
7. Handling maps, compasses and other navigation instruments with bare hands in low 
temperatures is difficult. 
 
Method of Land Navigation 
 
8. Methods of land navigation under winter conditions are the same as under temperature 
conditions.  They are: 
 

a. Map reading. 
 

b. Map reading and compass combined - essential when there are few landmarks or 
when visibility is limited. 

 
c. Dead reckoning used when there are no landmarks, or when landmarks are 

inadequate. 
 
Navigation by Dead Reckoning 
 
9. Dead reckoning is finding where you are located by a continuous plotting of where you have 
been.  More exactly, dead reckoning consists of plotting and recording a series of courses, each 
measured both as to distance and direction from a known starting point.  Using this method a 
navigator can determine his position at anytime, either by following his plot, or by comparing his 
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actual position on the ground in relation to his plotted course, which he has previously worked out 
and recorded.  The most important action in navigating by dead reckoning is to keep a log, a written 
record of the duration and distance of each course (see diagram). 
 
10. Equipment requirements are as follows: 
 

a. Maps - For selecting the route and for plotting the actual route taken as the march 
progresses.  (Air photographs, when available, are valuable aids.) 

 
b. Compass - For direction finding. 

 
c. Protractor - For plotting direction and distance on the map and air photographs.  

(Remember to convert magnetic to grid bearings.) 
 

d. Route Card - To outline the distance and direction of the proposed march. 
 

e. Log - To record the distance and direction that you have covered.  Any notebook 
can be used. 

 
f. Pace Counter - For keeping track of the number of paces taken. 

 
g. Cable - To measure distance. 

 
Method of Dead Reckoning 
 
11. Knowing your starting point and destination, and having examined the map and/or air photos 
for the best route, the navigator makes out a route card.  This describes each leg of the proposed 
route in terms of distance and direction (see diagram). 
 
12. When the route card has been made out, the navigator is ready to begin.  As the march 
proceeds, a careful record is kept of each bearing taken and the distance covered on each bearing.  
This record is referred to as a Route Card.  It is vital that the log be kept up-to-date.  Memory is not 
good enough.  A written record must be kept. 
 
13. A navigator may be able to follow their proposed route (the route card) because of some 
obstacle or change in the tactical situation.  If this happens, adjustments are made in the route, 
using air photographs or maps as a guide, and are recorded in the log. 
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 ROUTE CARD AND LOG 
 
 
 

 
START POINT 

 
DESTINATION 

 
Name 

 
Description 

 
 

 
 

 
Unit 

 
Grid Reference 

 
 

 
 

 
Depart at 
 
                              
    (Time)         (Date) 

 
 
 

 
END POINT 

 
BEARING 

 
DISTANCE 

 
TIME 

 
 

 
Leg No. 

 
Grid Ref 

 
Description 

 
Grid 

 
Mag 

 
Metres 

 
Paces 

 
Arrives 

 
Depart 

 
Route Description 

 
1 Estimated 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
1 Actual 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
2 Estimated 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
2 Actual 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
3 Estimated 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
3 Actual 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
NOTE - When this form is prepared prior to departure it is a Route Card (estimation).  As the march proceeds it is completed by recording each 
bearing taken and distance covered as well as any changes to the original route necessitated by terrain difficulties or any activity.  It then becomes a 
log. 
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14. In summary, dead reckoning consists of: 
 

a. Selecting the route; 
 

b. Plotting it on a map or air photograph; 
 

c. Making out a route card; 
 

d. Maintaining a log on the march; and 
 

e. Adjusting the plot as required. 
 
Accuracy 
 
15. The accuracy of your navigation will depend on the accuracy with which you measure 
distance and direction.  For distance measuring: 
 

a. Pacing - This is the simplest way of measuring distance and consists of keeping 
track of the number of paces taken between any two points on a straight course.  A 
record must be kept of the paces taken.  There are many ways of doing this.  
Stones, matches or other articles can be transferred from one pocket to another for 
every 100 paces travelled.  Their total will represent the distance travelled in 
hundreds of paces.  Another good method is to use a mechanical pace-counter.  
Whichever method is used, remember, you must know the length of your pace.  
Only pacing a known or measured distance can you learn this.  When calculating 
your pace, you should select ground similar to the country over which you will be 
marching.  The length of your pace will alter with varying conditions, such as listed 
below: 

 
(1) Slopes - Going up a slope, the pace will shorten; going down, it will 

lengthen. 
 

(2) Surfaces - Sand, gravel, mud, snow and similar surface material tend to 
shorten the pace. 

 
(3) Wind - A headwind will reduce the pace; a strong tailwind will increase it. 

 
(4) Clothing - Excess weight of clothing shortens the pace while the type of 

footwear affects the foothold and therefore the pace. 
 

(5) Stamina - Fatigue greatly influences the length of the pace.  The pacer 
must always guard against a general tendency to overestimate the distance 
travelled. 

 
b. Cable - A piece of cable of known length (for instance, 100 metres of signal cable) 

can be used to determine the distance travelled.  Here is how it is done: 
 

(1) A lead person marches off in the desired direction trailing the cable behind 
him until the person at the end of the cable signals with a jerk on the cable 
that they have gone 100 metres from the starting point.  The lead person 
then places a marker on the spot and marches off again.  The rear person 
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follows, keeping the cable taut. 
 

(2) When the person at the end of the cable draws up to the first marker, they 
pick it up and signal for another marker to be dropped by the lead person.  
The second marker will therefore be 100 metres ahead of the first, that is 
to say the length of the cable ahead. 

 
(3) This procedure is repeated again and again, with the lead person dropping 

the markers and the rear person picking them up each 100 metres.  If nine 
markers are used, the lead person will have gone 1,000 metres when the 
rear person closes up to the last marker. 

 
(4) At 1,000 metres, the rear person will have all markers.  The lead person will 

now wait for the rear person to close up and give back the markers.  The 
procedure is repeated all over again for another 1,000 metres, and so on, 
until the end of each leg is reached.  The number of 1,00 metres marched 
is recorded each time the nine markers change hands. 

 
Direction 
 
16. The magnetic compass is the oldest and most common of all direction finding instruments.  
There are two general types of magnetic compasses.  The liquid filled, and the dry card.  In extreme 
cold liquid filled compasses may be sluggish.  When available, dry card compasses should be used in 
extreme cold. 
 
17. Aiming Marks - An aiming mark is a well-defined point used to maintain direction when 
travelling.  (The wind may be used if it is steady and strong enough to be felt.)  It is easier to take a 
bearing on an aiming mark, with a compass, and then march on the aiming mark, than it is to refer 
continually to the compass. 
 

a. By Day 
 

(1) Lone trees, mountains or distant clouds near the horizon may be used as 
steering aids.  Check cloud rate of movement with your compass every 10 
or 15 minutes.  The rate will normally be fairly steady. 

 
(2) A steady wind, if checked periodically by compass to make sure it hasn't 

changed direction, will help you to keep on course. 
 

b. By Night 
 

(1) Often the only steering marks are stars.  A star near the horizon, with a 
bearing within two degrees of your compass course, may be used.  It will 
be good for up to 30 minutes when you are heading North, but only for 15 
minutes when you are going South.  After these intervals choose another 
star. 

 
(2) In latitudes near 70 degrees, when travelling North, the pole star makes a 

good aiming point since its bearing is usually only about one degree from 
True North, and is never more than two and a half degrees away from it.  
In higher latitudes the North Star is too high in the sky to indicate good 
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direction. 
 
Hints for the Navigator 
 
18. Remember the object of navigation is not merely to get from "A" to "B" but to get there by 
the best possible route, in keeping with the tactical situation, and with the minimum of delay and 
fatigue. 
 
Direction Keeping 
 
19. a. Keeping the compass warm will speed up the taking of bearings. 
 

b. When no aiming marks exist to your front, march on a back bearing.  Your aiming 
mark may be a natural feature to your rear of an artificial aiming mark left behind 
you.  If the only aiming mark available is poorly defined, keep your eyes on it 
constantly after taking your bearing so you won't lose it. 

 
c. Never take bearings in the vicinity of metallic objects since even small amounts of 

metal will affect your compass (e.g., metal frames on glasses and rucksacks, small 
arms, etc.). 

 
d. When visibility is poor, only close-in aiming marks will be seen.  Under these 

conditions the navigator should try to pick up further aiming marks along the correct 
bearing as he approaches each one.  This can only be done accurately when the 
route to each mark follows a straight line.  Frequent compass checks should be 
made to ensure that the correct bearing is being maintained.  The compass should 
be set for night marching. 

 
e. A steady unshifting wind will aid you in keeping direction. 
 

Distance Measurement 
 
20. a. Pace counting is useful only if you know the length of your pace. 
 

b. Remember to convert paces to metres. 
 

c. Measuring distance by cable is more accurate than by pacing. 
 
Conclusion 
 
21. Corps instruction should summarize the main points stressing the difference in terrain and 
landmarks when they are covered by snow.  Also stress the importance of accuracy and the necessity 
for being observant, plus remembering the features of the country through which the men are 
passing. 
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PO 462  SUPERVISE MOVEMENT UNDER COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS 
 
Supervision 
 
1. The leader or officer in charge of an exercise is responsible for the safety of everyone 
participating on the exercise.  In the outdoors, the person with the most experience should be the 
leader.  The leader of an exercise has to be a teacher, demonstrator, advisor, guide, navigator, 
outdoors enthusiast, weather expert, first-aider (or have one available), decision maker, diplomat, 
and, above all, an example for others to emulate.  As the officer in charge of any winter exercise you 
assume a lot of responsibility. 
 
2. A good exercise leader must possess three basic characteristics: self-confidence, good 
outdoor skills and leadership abilities.  Self-confidence will be developed with experience and 
knowledge.  Good outdoor skills come from good instruction and then practicing those skills.  
Leadership is the hardest skill to develop, but will come from instruction, experience and practice. 
 
3. Remember that as the officer in charge of an exercise a lot of trust is placed in you and your 
abilities.  The parents of your cadets trust you to take care of their children.  The military trusts you 
to be safe, responsible and capable.  Finally, the cadets trust you to provide them with a safe, 
challenging and enjoyable experience.  All fingers will point to you as the leader. 
 
4. As officer in charge of an exercise you cannot do everything, nor is this desirable.  As the 
OIC you must delegate duties and responsibilities in order to ensure that all the tasks are completed 
and to be free to maintain an overview of the exercise.  This will also help to develop experience and 
leadership abilities in your fellow officers.  However, always remember that as the officer in charge of 
an exercise you are ultimately responsible for all aspects of the exercise.  For example, if your first 
aid attendant acts inappropriately, you as the OIC of the exercise will be held responsible for these 
actions.  An injured cadet is your problem; ensure the cause was not due to your mistake. 
 
5. The leader must be prepared to deal with any potential disaster that could befall the 
exercise.  The most common problems of leadership are less dramatic and are those little things that 
creep up from time to time, like: the tired complaining cadet, blisters, cold, hunger or fatigue.  There 
is no set answer to these problems.  The leader must use sound judgement and training to evaluate 
the problem and then make a firm decision. 
 
Pace Setting 
 
6. As the leader, it is up to you to set the pace and establish the route when you are travelling. 
If you leave the pace up to the cadets they inevitably will make one of two mistakes: they will travel 
too fast, or they travel too slow.  Too fast and people will burn out, too slow and the travel goal will 
not be reached.  Set the pace according to your group but also remember your timetable and travel 
goals. 
 
7. Initially you should be in front of the group and set the pace.  The pace should vary during 
the trip and during the day.  Start out the trip and the day at a very slow pace.  The slow pace at the 
beginning of the trip will keep people from thinking the trip will be too difficult and becoming 
discouraged.  Start out each day slowly so that people can warm up and stretch their muscles.  Once 
everyone has warmed up, start stretching out the pace, using some will power to get your second 
wind but establish a pace that can be sustained for hours.  Towards the end of the day the pace 
should slow slightly; there is no third wind. 
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8. Stops should be scheduled, pick a time to the first break; after 50 minutes to an hour is a 
good guide.  If you are taking a long time to reach your travel goals or are not reaching them at all, 
assuming the goals are realistic, it is probably because you have stopped too often or for too long as 
opposed to going too slow.  Stops and breaks take a lot of time, so use them appropriately. 
 
9. When setting the pace there are some simple rules to follow: 
 

a. a person should be able to speak while they are walking; 
 

b. plan your stops, every unscheduled stop eats up time; 
 

c. as a general rule the larger the group the slower the travelling speeds; 
 

d. keep the group together.  Do not let someone get ahead of the group and establish 
a strong member at the rear of the group in case a member should tire and wishes 
to stop out of your sight; and 

 
e. your authority should be maintained and should never be up for discussion. 

 
Trail Selection 
 
10. When making a trail or route selection, your prime concern should be that the route is a safe 
and sensible one.  However, a good route is also going to be an attractive, varied and interesting 
trail.  Choosing a route should be done from personal knowledge.  This will mean that each route 
should have a recce done and be familiar to the leader. 
 
11. Before you can choose the best route many factors should be taken into consideration: 
 

a. consider the group's ability, stamina and size; 
 

b. duration of the exercise; 
 

c. obstacles along the route to avoid (open water, thick bush, exposed sections during 
high wind chill, steep hills); 

 
d. existing trails or routes (fire roads, cut lines, power lines, valleys); 

 
e. availability of rescue; 

 
f. hours of daylight; and 

 
g. equipment required. 

 
12. Once you have selected a route, divide that route into sections and establish stop points 
along the route.  These points will serve as checks on your position and will also help to define goals 
for travel.  Establishing goals that are attainable will give the cadets a sense of accomplishment once 
they are achieved. 
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Travelling 
 
13. Breaking trail in fresh or deep snow is very tiring.  Use your strongest people to break trail.  
This can also be used to slow down fast members of the group, but watch that they still do not get 
too far ahead of the group. 
 
14. Going uphill is hard work.  It produces sweat and uses up energy.  Make it easy on yourself, 
choose a zigzag rising traverse to travel up inclines.  When going downhill, a zigzag traverse will 
make the decent easier as well.  If you are travelling in hilly country, try to go around hills instead of 
up or down, this is called contouring and will save a lot of energy. 
 
15. Travelling over frozen rivers or lakes is dangerous and will require you to follow some safety 
guidelines.  The first concern should be the thickness of the ice and the second should be the quality 
of the ice. Ultimately you as the leader must decide if it is the safest route to take. Is there an 
alternate route? 
 
16. Ice seldom freezes to a consistent thickness on any given body of water.  It is usually 
thickest where there is a large area of still water, which is generally the widest part of a river or well 
away from streams on a lake.  Where there is a fast flowing current the ice will be eroded from the 
underside and therefore the ice will be much thinner.  The thinnest ice will be found on the outside 
of a river bend, in an area of rapids or rocks in a river or stream, where a river enters or leaves a 
lake, where two rivers join and where a body of water narrows. 
 
17. Recommended minimum thicknesses (clear, Black Ice) are: 
 

a. two snowshoers or skiers (single file) 10 cm / 4 in 
b. snowmobiles    15 cm / 6 in 
c. passenger car (2000 kg)   21 cm / 8.5 in 
d. light truck (2500 kg)   23 cm / 9 in 

 
18. Basically there are two types of ice, Black Ice and White Ice.  Black Ice is the initial (clear) 

layer of ice formed on a body of water.  White Ice is formed from a combination of snow 
and water freezing together to make a more porous type of ice than Black Ice.  This layer of 
White Ice usually forms over a layer of Black Ice.  Black Ice is much stronger than White Ice. 

 
Safety Precautions 
 
19. Best Crossing Sites 
 

a. A stream where it is broad and straight 
b. A location where banks are low and gently sloping 
c. Where water velocities are low and uniform 

 
20. Safety Precautions 
 

a. Follow the existing route 
b. Ensure there is a safe distance between each member in the group. Spreading the 

weight over a larger area will increase the likelihood that the ice will bear the load. 
c. Have one person at a time cross a stream or river. 
d. Keep skis/snowshoes unstrapped. 
e. Make sure rucksack comes off quickly. 
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f. A rescue party should be standing by with 50 feet of rope looped at both ends and long 
sticks to facilitate rescue efforts. 
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The Mount Hood Tragedy 
 
1. The Mount Hood tragedy is a classic example of what can happen when a leader is not 
fully prepared and makes an error in judgement.  It is fairly recent history and used as a case 
study it is an excellent tool for the outdoor leader to learn from.  The story is outlined in the 
paragraphs below. 
 
2. On Monday, 18 May 1985, a group of 20 people left the parking lot of Timberline Lodge 
at 0300 hrs to set out on a climb of Mt. Hood, expecting to return in the afternoon of the same 
day. 
 
3. The group consisted of 15 students of the Oregon Episcopal School in Portland; Rev. 
Thomas Goman, an instructor in the school's "Base Camp" wilderness program and the leader of 
the trip; Marion Horwell, also a faculty member at O.E.S. but an inexperienced climber; Ralph 
Summers, a guide from the Pacific Crest Outward Bound School hired as "Technical Consultant" 
for the trip; Dee Zduniak, another Outward Bound instructor who wanted to familiarize herself 
with the program; and the mother of one of the students. 
 
4. For two days prior to the climb, the weather had been unsettled and there had been new 
snowfall.  A storm had been predicted for Monday, and the group had left the parking lot under 
overcast skies. 
 
5. During the course of the climb, five students (one accompanied by her mother) and Dee 
Zduniak turned back because they were not feeling well.  Those that carried on got into serious 
trouble.  They did not get down from the mountain that night and many of them died. 
 
6. At sun-up Tuesday morning, a comprehensive rescue effort involving various government 
agencies, the military, and volunteer rescue groups was underway but was hampered by the 
continuing storm. 
 
7. At about 0900 hrs, guide Ralph Summers and one of the students arrived at Mt. Hood 
Meadows, two miles east of Timberline.  They had left the rest of the group behind in a snow 
cave where they had dug in for the night, and had somehow made it down the mountain by 
compass in an effort to get help. 
 
8. Throughout Tuesday, high winds and snowdrifts thwarted rescuers, and the search had 
to be called off for the night because of hazardous conditions caused by the bad weather. 
 
9. Later that night the weather finally cleared and the search resumed on Wednesday 
morning with the first light.  At 0600 hrs, a helicopter spotted three bodies in the snow.  When 
rescuers arrived, they were identified as three students belonging to the missing group and were 
airlifted to Emanuel Hospital in Portland immediately.  They were all extremely cold with body 
temperatures between 6°C and 15°C, and efforts to revive them were unsuccessful. 
 
10. Throughout Wednesday and Thursday, searchers combed the mountain's south and 
southeast faces, but the snow cave was not found.  In the late afternoon on Thursday, with 
another storm approaching and 20 minutes before the search was to be called off for the day, a 
rescuer probing the edge of a crevasse at the 8,300 foot level felt something soft, dug through 
four feet of snow and found the entrance to the four by six cave.  In it, the climbers were lying 
stacked on top of one another.  Some of them had their eyes open and were breathing, but 
others showed no vital signs, and all were in a state of profound hypothermia. 
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11. The rescuers hauled each of the climbers out of the cave with extreme caution and 
stretchered them to waiting helicopters, in which they were flown to different hospitals in the 
Portland area.  Using cardiopulmonary bypass machines, doctors tried to raise their body 
temperatures by warming their blood and returning it to their bodies. 
 
12. Of the eight people found in the cave, six, including the two teachers, did not respond to 
attempts to revive them and died shortly afterwards.  Two of the students survived, but one of 
them had to have both legs amputated a few days later as a result of extensive tissue damage. 
 
13. In June, all organizations involved in the rescue met for a critique of the rescue 
operation.  Apart from a few difficulties with communications, the participants were satisfied with 
the overall rescue effort. 
 
14. It became clear, however, that several assumptions had been made in the earlier part of 
the rescue, which had seemed reasonable at the time but had delayed locating the snowcave.  If 
the area where the first three bodies were found had been inspected more closely with deep 
probes, the cave might have been found sooner. 
 
15. The Oregon Episcopal School assembled a panel of five medical and mountaineering 
safety experts unconnected to the school to begin an independent inquiry into the accident.  By 
the end of July, the investigators submitted their report.  In it they attempted to reconstruct the 
events leading up to the accident, noting their observations at each stage and drawing some 
general conclusions. 
 
16. While it was found that trip preparations were "adequate for a fair to moderate weather 
ascent at this time of year", there were deficiencies.  For example: 
 

a. Equipment such as heavy boots, gaiters, balaclavas, and crampons, which should 
have been carried by each student, was lacking; an insufficient number of 
ensolite pads, sleeping bags, bivouac sacks, and snow shovels was available 
considering the size of the group. 

 
b. The leaders did not carry a topographical map of the area or an altimeter; one of 

the leaders kept his watch and one of the two compasses carried by the group in 
his pack and consequently did not use either. 

 
c. The ratio of leaders to students (1 to 8.5) was considered unacceptable by the 

panel, and it was noted that "a greater ratio of leaders to climbers could greatly 
have increased the chances of a safe descent". 

 
d. While some students (and parents) had been told that in view of the weather 

forecast the group would only make a token effort for a few hours, others were 
under the impression that "the group would be attempting to reach the summit 
unless weather or human conditions actually dictated a descent."  This resulted 
in inconsistent expectations among members of the group. 

 
e. The weather report (received by both leaders) had reliably forecast a several-day 

storm, with the only variable being the arrival time of the main front.  While 
some of the local climbers and guides said that they would have started out 
under those or even worse conditions, climbing parties had turned back because 
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of the poor weather on the two preceding days. 
 

f. The investigators suggested that while "leaving the parking lot was not an 
unreasonable decision", at this point the group "should have been briefed as to 
the conditions and the overall plan, including a clear understanding of the basis 
on which a decision to turn back would be made." 

 
17. The group left the parking lot at about 0300 hrs.  The weather was windy and cold, and 
progress was slow.  One of the students, a diabetic, turned back to the lodge together with her 
mother.  By 0500 hrs the rest of the group arrived at their first rest stop, Silcox Hut, at which 
point they were already one hour behind schedule. 
 
18. Over the next few hours, several breaks were taken, but progress continued to be slow 
and four more students turned back.  The group became divided at this time because teacher 
Marion Horwell was moving very slowly and complaining of dizziness.  At 0800 hrs the group 
reached the top of Palmer Lift, with the weather continuing to be windy and cold with two layers 
of clouds.  One student apparently was feeling nauseous at this point, and during the 20 minute 
break at Palmer Lift several students considered turning back, but decided to carry on after 
discussion with the leader. 
 
19. As the climb continued, wands were placed every 200 feet, and The Bench at the 9,300 
foot level below an area called the Hogsback was reached at approximately 1100 hrs.  Both 
Timberline Lodge and the summit could be seen at this point. 
 
20. About half an hour after, once again resuming the climb, Dee Zduniak decided to turn 
back because of beginning snow blindness (a recurring injury from the previous winter).  At that 
time the weather started to change; the clouds were lowering down to the summit. 
 
21. By the time the group had passed through an area called the Devil's Kitchen (so called 
because of its fumaroles) and had reached the Hogsback where it meets Crater Rock, the 
visibility was only about 50 feet, and the temperature was dropping.  At this point several 
members of the group were having difficulties, and the two leaders discussed turning back, Fr. 
Goman decided to make one more effort upwards, and Summers deferred to Goman's leadership. 
 
22. Leaving their packs at the Hogsback, the group continued on, with the weather 
continuing to deteriorate.  Summers was in the lead, but soon lost contact with the rest of the 
group, which was spreading out.  When he went back to them, he told Fr. Goman that they 
should turn back, which they did.  It was now about 1400-1500 hrs, and they had begun 
climbing 11 hours ago. 
 
23. The investigators noted that while Mt. Hood is a mountain which is climbed more often 
than any other major peak that must be ascended by foot (by over 10,000 people every year), it 
also has one of the highest accident ratings of any mountain in the lower 48 U.S. States:  "Mount 
Hood can be a serious mountain environment requiring the skill and experience for survival." 
 
24. The South Side route taken by the O.E.S. group has the lowest rating of I-1 under the 
National Climbing Classification System.  It requires protection (belays or fixed ropes) only on the 
Hogsback, with many people even climbing this section unprotected under good conditions.  The 
estimated climbing time up the South Side is from four to 10 hours, with a recommended 
turnaround time at 1100 or 1200 hrs, "with the latest being 1300 to 1400 hrs, assuming 
reasonable weather and a group which is moving at an appropriate pace." 
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25. The panel commented on the critical decision points during the ascent as follows: 
 

a. Silcox Hut.  Even though all participants were feeling the cold and the group 
was already an hour behind schedule, the decision to go on was considered 
reasonable given the proximity of Timberline Lodge; 

 
b. Palmer Lift.  The investigators stated, "given the time of day, the weather, and 

the deteriorating condition of the group, we conclude that at this point serious 
consideration should have been given to turning back.  The prudent course of 
action would have been to descent with the entire group"; 

 
c. The Bench below Hogsback.  "The human and environmental conditions 

clearly indicated that this was the time to turn around.  Progress beyond this 
point exposed the group to the risk that they would be unable to descend safely 
if the weather or their condition worsened; and 

 
d. Hogsback.  In the report the panel concluded that at this point "the group 

should unquestionably have turned back.  Fr. Goman's decision to continue up 
the Hogsback and beyond were unsafe mountain practices", considering the poor 
visibility, the difficult terrain immediately ahead and the fact that most of the 
climbers were already cold and fatigued.  In their opinion, "the group did not 
have the collective skills, additional leaders, and appropriate additional 
equipment to manage the environmental conditions they were encountering." 

 
26. It can only be guessed why the decision to turn back had not been made earlier.  Fr. 
Goman's insistence on continuing the climb under steadily worsening conditions was entirely out 
of character considering his "long record of safe climbs and conservative operations within the 
school's Base Camp Program."  The panel suggested "there is the strong possibility that fatigue 
and cold were affecting him adversely at a much earlier stage than others in the group had 
become aware."  Ralph Summers stated that he was at this point still considering Fr. Goman to 
be the leader. 
 
27. By the time the group had made their way back to their packs at the Hogsback under 
whiteout conditions, one of the students, Patrick McGuinness, who had not been feeling well for 
some time, was exhibiting signs of hypothermia.  He was placed into the one available sleeping 
bag and given hot liquids.  Efforts to rewarm the student continued for an hour until 1600 hrs, at 
which point Summers and one of the stronger group members started down with McGuinness, 
followed by the rest of the group. 
 
28. Weather conditions had by now become severe, with winds of 40 mph, deep snow, and 
visibility of less than 10 feet.  The steps made on the way up were blown in, and route finding 
became difficult.  Fr. Goman gave directions from the rear of the group to keep left, and at a 
point where two of the wands were found, Summers asked for the compass to be passed to the 
front and found it set to 160 degrees.  He later said he had assumed that this was to avoid 
heading into a nearby canyon under the whiteout conditions. 
 
29. No more wands were found after this point.  Soon the group encountered steep, 
crevassed terrain, and Summers became confused as to their location.  Just before reaching this 
area, Fr. Goman had fallen over and required assistance to get up again. 
 
30. At this time (about 1900 hrs), Summers halted the group and suggested that considering 
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their situation they should dig in for the night rather than continuing, to which Fr. Goman 
assented.  Summers then proceeded to dig a cave with his snow shovel (the only one carried by 
the group) with some assistance from Fr. Goman, while the rest of the group huddled under a 
tarp with McGuinness in the sleeping bag. 
 
31. After about one or two hours, Summers felt that it was critical to get everyone inside the 
cave without further delay.  Both leaders were hypothermic by the time they entered the cave.  
The packs had to remain outside, as the cave was only six feet by eight feet by four feet high, 
but even so the interior was extremely cramped and could not hold the entire group all at once. 
 
32. It was hard to keep the circulation going, stay warm, and breathe sufficient fresh air 
during the night.  The only ground insulation was a space blanket provided by one of the 
students, and there was no extra clothing, food, water, or a stove, since all packs had remained 
outside. 
 
33. Throughout the night, the entrance continued to snowed in and had to be kept open.  
People took turns in leaving the cave for fresh air.  Sometime during the night, the shovel was 
lost outside, and some people lost hats, mittens and boots. 
 
34. By morning, the storm had gotten even worse and Summers decided that he had to 
attempt to get help:  "We had lost the ability to take care of ourselves; I felt I needed to let them 
(the people he knew would be down below) know of our situation."  Fr. Goman was in too poor a 
condition at this point to respond to this decision, and Summers set off two hours after daybreak 
accompanied by one of the stronger students, equipped with the compass and one ice axe. 
 
35. The panel was unwilling to speculate on what might have occurred in the cave after 
Summers' departure, but felt "compelled to observe that in the absence of leadership, the 
students exhibited a great deal of courage in continuing their efforts to help each other survive.  
The fact that three were caught outside the cave while on one of their turns and that others were 
found directly in the changed cave entrance where they had been struggling to keep it open 
exemplifies the students' spirit and drive under severely deteriorating conditions." 
 
36. The investigators did, however, make some observations on decisions made earlier after the 
turnaround and during the descent with the group.  They noted that even though leadership had 
shifted from Fr. Goman to Summers, Fr. Goman still was influential in the route that was being taken 
and that in their view, each action taken after this point "had as much chance of adding problems as 
of solving them."  Specifically, they commented on several critical issues that arose during the 
descent: 
 

a. Rewarming the hypothermic student.  While it is accepted protocol to rewarm 
patients exhibiting similar symptoms in the field, in this case the condition of the 
other members of the group likely deteriorated further as a result.  It would have 
been better to continue the descent, even if that would have meant dragging the 
victim with a climbing rope, or alternatively to dig in immediately; 

 
b. Wands and compass course.  The group had begun descending at 180 degrees 

up until the last wands were found somewhere between 9,300 and 9,400 feet.  
From this point on, the bearing of 160 degrees and the constant "going left" led the 
group off course.  With a 180 degree bearing and keeping visual or tactile contact 
with the rock on the right, a descent in the correct direction would have been 
possible even in whiteout conditions.  Also, the decision not to search for the next 
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wands was only appropriate providing the compass bearing was correct and the 
route well-known; and 

 
c. Digging the snowcave.  The investigators suggested that the decision to stop and 

dig a cave was "only acceptable under the circumstances at the moment" and that it 
would have been better to continue down as fast as possible.  It was also noted that 
the value of the snowcave was limited because of the loss of equipment, other 
members of the group not digging, and not "continuing protocols for maintenance 
and discipline within the cave." 

 
37. The investigators felt unable to comment on Summer's decision to leave the snowcave to go 
for help; they felt that compelling reasons existed both for staying and for leaving under the 
circumstances. 
 
38. At the end of their report, the panel drew some general conclusions, which are quoted in full 
below: 
 
39. "Guiding young neophytes on climbs such as Mount Hood requires leaders with 
mountaineering skills which have been tested under extreme conditions, precise knowledge of the 
mountain and route being climbed, and a clear understanding of where educational decisions must 
become secondary to safe mountaineering practices.  In addition to our specific conclusions found in 
the text of this report, we offer the following general observations..." 
 
40. "Fr. Goman had the skills and training to lead Grade I ascents and, over the years, had 
proven his ability to do so successfully---in terms of both mountain safety and achieving desired 
educational results.  On 18 May 1985, the conditions on Mount Hood changed the level of 
difficulty of the climb at least one grade.  While this happened predictably, it also happened with 
a much greater speed than anticipated, and this, combined with Fr. Goman's uncharacteristic 
decision to continue ascending, the various conditions of individuals in the group, and the kind of 
equipment available, led to tragic results." 
 
41. "Ralph Summers has the skills and training to lead Grade I ascents.  His role as technical 
consultant/assistant leader on the O.E.S.  Mount Hood climb did not put him in the primary 
decision making role until circumstances became dire, overwhelming all concerned." 
 
42. "The Schedule.  One of the primary culprits in this accident was the need to try to stick 
to a schedule.  This was to be one of four ascents of the mountain by Grade 10 students, with no 
possibility of make-up dates because of the leader's schedule and the school schedule.  In 
addition, the leader's work schedule, which included academic, religious, and extra-curricular 
activities, was stressful in itself." 
 
43. "Leadership roles.  In our opinion, if an individual is hired or assigned the role of 
'technical consultant' or 'assistant leader', then the authority to make decisions in the particular 
areas assigned to that role must be given.  Further, the areas assigned must be clearly defined.  
Co-leading and assistant leading situations require the utmost care in this regard, as roles such 
as these may result in an unclear understanding on the part of all as to where authority and 
responsibility rest." 
 
44. The investigators recommended that the school's Base Camp Program undergo several 
modifications.  Recommendations included a two-year moratorium on Mt. Hood climbs, hiring a 
full-time co-ordinator, completing a thorough review of the program, and establishing clear policy 
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and staff qualification guidelines. 
 
45. Even though the relatives of the victims viewed the report with a sense of relief, some 
parents continued to voice the opinion that the school had been negligent.  The families of the 
students who died during the climb were offered $175,000 by the school's insurance, but at least 
one $2 million wrongful-death suit has been filed against the school by the parents of one of the 
students. 
 
46. Plans by a Hollywood company to make a movie about the accident have been shelved 
due to vocal opposition from the victims' parents and lack of co-operation from organizations 
involved in the rescue. 
 
47. It is easy - in retrospect - to trace the chain of events and decisions that led to this 
tragedy, but while undoubtedly basic rules of wilderness safety were broken, a quote from a 
wilderness guide and former member of the Oregon Mountain Rescue may serve as a last word: 
 
48. "The questions can and do go on.  Along with them often are authoritative-sounding 
voices providing answers.  The answers do not always agree, and most of them are based on a 
logic that seems more compelling in a warm room in Portland than it might in the howling fury of 
a storm high on Mount Hood.  It is not easy to make thoughtful decisions after many freezing 
hours of extreme exertion and anxiety..." 
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PO 463 CONSTRUCT COLD WEATHER SHELTERS 
 
SELECTING A CAMPSITE 
 
General 
 
1. To select a campsite and establish a routine is normal drill for well trained cadets.  However, 
under winter conditions, the setting up of camp and establishing a route must be given special 
attention due to the extra duties necessary.  The many duties also require extra effort and 
organization if a routine is to be effective. 
 
2. Setting up a campsite is a routine based on specific drills and procedures which enables the 
commander to control the campsite, have it always protected; camouflaged and the personnel ready. 
For you to be able to fit in and become member of this team, you must know your drills and 
procedures and camp routine. 
 
3. The construction and development of shelter positions is the top priority when a bivouac is 
being set up.  The provision of food comes next. 
 
4. Tents will be erected in places selected by commanders.  The concealment, camouflage and 
security of the bivouac are most important. 
 
5. The possibility of using improvised shelters should not be overlooked.  This can only be done 
when local materials such as snow and timber are readily available.  If improvised shelters are used, 
tents will probably not be unpacked at all.  This system increases cadet's mobility since a move can 
be made without having to strike tents. 
 
Campsites 
 
6. Factors to be considered when selecting the location of a campsite are: 
 

a. Forest Areas - Forests provide excellent campsite and material for camouflage, 
building material, firewood and boughs for insulation.  They also provide cover 
against enemy air and ground observation.  The coniferous forests are better than 
deciduous forests.  Pine and spruce grow on well-drained soil and usually these 
areas offer the best campsites. 

 
b. Marsh Ground - In winter when the ground is frozen good campsites can often be 

found in wet or swampy areas.  Normally the banks of rivers and the shores of lakes 
provide the best vegetation and other materials needed for a campsite. 

 
c. Open Terrain - Due to strong winds, drifting snow and poor concealment, 

campsites on the barren tundra or prairie must be carefully chosen.  Tents should 
be pitched where they can be sheltered by natural windbreaks whenever possible.  
The windbreak may be depressions in the ground or pressure ridges of ice on lakes. 
 A visual inspection will indicate the degree of drifting, direction of the prevailing 
wind and the suitable protected areas for locating the shelters.  In areas where 
natural windbreaks do not exist, some type of windbreak can usually be constructed 
from local material.  A windbreak constructed from local material not only gives the 
shelters protection from the wind, but to a certain extent conceals the location from 
enemy ground observation.  In open areas with high winds, snow will gather rapidly 
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in the lee side of obstructions making it necessary to clear the snow frequently to 
prevent the weight of the drifting snow from collapsing tents/or cutting off the 
ventilation.  If the snow cover is deep enough and the time is available, shelters 
should be dug in. 

 
d. Mountain Areas - Mountainous terrain is characterized by strong winds, cold and 

lack of concealment above the timberline.  In mountainous country the strong 
overhead winds usually create an area of no wind or very little wind on the lee side 
of slopes.  Cold air is heavier and normally settles in valleys.  The point where the 
temperature starts changing is low or near the floor of the valley in the summer and 
higher and much more noticeable in winter.  In some instances, it is better to 
establish a campsite up the hillside above the valley floor and below the timberline.  
Avalanches occur in mountainous areas therefore these areas must be avoided if 
possible.  They occur when a mass of snow slides down the mountain.  Thaws, 
gunfire, or vibrations from gunfire, or movement across the face of a loose mass of 
snow may set an avalanche in motion.  High temperatures, steep slopes and newly 
fallen snow are caution signs.  Generally avalanches are like the cracks in the ice of 
a large frozen body of water.  That is, they occur or appear at the same place year 
in and year out.  Their paths are easily seen as the signs of them remain winter and 
summer.  The signs to look for are: swaths cut through a bush, generally there are 
bent trees, stripped of their branches, trees broken off leaving stumps of different 
heights, a fairly smooth and clear strip of ground running down the mounting, a 
mass of boulders generally at the base of or where the avalanche stopped, or 
melting snow becoming loose and rolling down the mountain side leaving what 
looks like a stream of snowballs.  The paths avalanches usually take, are generally 
always in the low ground on the sides of the mountains such as large or small re-
entrants. 

 
Selecting and Preparing a Tent Site 
 
7. When tent camping in the winter, you should allow yourself at least one hour of daylight to 
establish the camp site and get dinner started before it gets dark. 
 
8. Select a site that is safe from dangers such as falling trees, avalanches and snow bluffs.  
Choose a site as level as possible that is protected from the wind.  If you are travelling in hilly terrain 
avoid the lowest lying areas, because these areas will collect the cold air. 
 
9. If open or running water is available you should camp near it.  However, remember you 
must maintain your camp a safe distance from open water and the leader must establish a safe 
method or route for collecting the water.  Also, do not waste time looking for open water or take any 
undo risks approaching this water because snow will be easy enough to melt for water. 
 
10. Pack down the loose snow with your snowshoes or skis to create a level tent platform.  If 
your campsite is on a slope use your shovel to level the site.  Allow the snow to settle and 
consolidate for a few minutes before you begin to set up your tent. 
 
11. Lay your tent on the level platform and stake out the corners.  If your tent has snow flaps, 
pile lots of snow on them. 
 
12. If the tent is completely self-supporting, just set it up.  If the tent has guy lines, use your 
skis, snowshoes, poles or pieces of wood buried in the snow for anchors.  In any case follow the 
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directions for the tent's erection. 
 
13. If possible, build a snow wall around the tent (or at least on the side exposed to the 
prevailing wind) to prevent the wind from cooling and rattling the tent. 
 
THE TENT GROUP 
 
Five Man Arctic Tent 
 
General 
 
1. The following information on the Five Man Arctic Tent is extracted, in part, from CFP 302(2) 
Northern Operations, Part 3, A Soldier's Guide to the Cold.  The instructions for pitching and striking 
are designed to be effective with adults.  If these tents are used with cadets you will want to modify 
the procedure to suit the age group and group size.  Pitch the tent at least once before the exercise 
to familiarize the cadets with the procedure and to check for missing parts. 
 
Pitching 
 
2. The method of pitching and striking tents is designed as a drill.  This becomes necessary to 
ensure that tents are set up without delay thus ensuring no discomfort to anyone.  Camp is to be 
established and set up prior to darkness.  Details on pitching the Five Man Arctic Tent are outlined 
below: 
 

The Tent Pitching Squad 
 

a. The squad used in a tent pitching drill is as follows: 
 

(1) The Tent Group Commander; 
(2) The Number 1; 
(3) The Number 2; 
(4) The Number 3 should also be the 2I/C; and 
(5) The Cook. 

 
b. Duties.  The duties of the tent pitching squad are as follows: 

 
1. The Commander - responsible for: 

 
(a) Sites the tent; 
(b) Supervising the layout and erection; and 
(c) Raises the pole and secures the door guy. 

 
2. The Number 1 - responsible for: 

 
(a) The left front and left side tie-down points; 
(b) The three guys on the left side; and 
(c) The snow flaps on the left side of the tent. 
(d) The two high guys on the left side (10-man Tent only); 

 
 
3. The Number 2 duties are the same as those for Number 1 except on the right 
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side of tent. 
 
4. The Number 3 - responsible for: 

 
(a) The back tie-down points; 
(b) The three back guide ropes; and 
(c) The two back snow flaps. 

 
(5) The Cook - responsible for: 

 
(a) Assisting Number 3 if there is a strong wind; and 
(b) Assembling the pole sections and base plate for the Commander. 

 
NOTE: Assembling the pole sections is required only with the magnesium tent pole.  The 

new Canadian telescopic pole may be lashed complete to the apex ring of the tent 
and left in this position. 

 
Tent Pitching Drill 
 
The drill for pitching a tent is divided into three steps:  They are: 
 

a. siting and preparation. 
b. Layout of the floor plan and tent erection; and 
c. Weatherproofing the tent. 

 
(1) Siting and Preparations.  The steps for siting and preparations are as 

follows: 
 

(a) tent areas are allotted to the Tent Group Commander; 
(b) within the area allocated, the Tent Group Commander selects a good 

spot to pitch the tent; 
(c) all personnel in the tent group place their rucksacks and equipment in a 

neat row, to the left of where the door will be; and 
(d) a tent site is marked and levelled while the cook unlashes the tent from 

the toboggan and lays it out on the spot indicated by the Commander, 
with the door position quartering down wind. 

 
(2) Laying out the floor plan and tent erection.  This should directly follow 

site preparations.  That is, the tent drill should continue without any 
interruptions with all the squad members working together. 

 
(a) The squad numbers position themselves as follows: 

 
1. The Commander at the door; 
2. The Number 1 at the left front tie down point; 
3. The Number 2 at the right tie down point; and 
4. The Number 3 at the back tie down point. 
5. Cook – may assist No 3, if there is a strong wind 
 

(b) The Commander then takes a handful of slack at the door, to ensure 
that the zippers will operate easily when the tent is pitched, and directs 
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the positioning of the tie down points. 
 
(c) Numbers 1 and 2 peg down the front tie down points.  They then move 

to the side tie down points and peg them down under the 
Commander's guidance. 

 
(d) Number 3 pegs down the back tie down point.  Numbers 1, 2 and 3 

then all take hold of the guys directly above the side and the back tie 
down points and stretch them out to the full extent. 

 
(e) The Commander next unzips the door, moves inside and adjusts the 

pole by inserting the pole sections into the section lashed to the top of 
the tent or by extending the telescopic pole, depending on which type 
is being used. Number 3 orders "Up Pole" on receiving the word from 
the Commander. 

 
(f) Numbers 1, 2 and 3 peg in the remaining side guys, working towards 

the front of the tent.  Number 3 pegs down the remaining back guys.   
 

(g) The Cook takes the cooking equipment in to the tent and carries on 
with getting it set up.  The Commander adjusts the door guy.  A sled, 
snow blocks or a pole may be used to help raise the guy higher.  This 
makes getting in and out of the tent easier. 

 
(h) With a 10-man tent the upper five guy ropes are secured last. 

 
(3) Weather-Proofing the Tent.  The tent has now been pitched.  To make 

it weatherproof and secure, the squad shall proceed as follows: 
 

(a) Number 1 shovels snow or places snow blocks on the canvas snow 
flaps on the left side of the tent; 

 
(b) Number 2 completes the same task on the right side of the tent; 

 
(c) Number 3 places snow on the flaps at the rear of the tent; 

 
(d) Numbers 1, 2 and 3 erect a three foot snow wall around the tent; 

 
(e) The Commander cuts a pole and lashes it to the tent pole as a 

reinforcement against high winds; this is only required if the 
magnesium tent pole is used; and 

 
(f) The white liner of the tent at the floor level is separated from the 

canvas outer wall and is fastened down to provide an adequate space 
between the liner and the outer.  This space between the two tent 
walls provides insulation and ensures that the tent is warm and will not 
leak. 
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Figure 1-1 Tent Guys and Tie-Downs
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Striking 
 
3. a. Pull Pole Time.  When a Commander orders a move everyone must be prepared 

to move together.  In order to achieve this goal, the Commander orders "pull pole 
time".  Pull pole time is the time when all tentage is struck; that is, when the poles 
are to come down.  When pull pole time arrives, and the order "Pull Pole" is given, 
all tentage in a camp or defensive position should come down simultaneously and 
the tents should be loaded and lashed on the tent sleds. 

 
b. Striking Drill.  There are two steps to striking tentage: preparation for striking; 

and striking the tent.  The procedures are outlined below: 
 

c. Preparation for Striking.  In order to be ready to strike the tent at pull pole time 
the following method is used: 

 
(1) Fifteen minutes prior to pull pole, the tent is cleared of all personnel except 

the Cook; 
 

(2) The tent is de-iced by heating; 
 

(3) The Cook commences loading all the cooking equipment with the exception 
of one stove, which is used to heat the tent until pull pole time nears; 

 
(4) Numbers 1, 2 and 3 loosen all the tent pegs and remove the snow from the 

flaps.  They then roll up all the guy ropes and secure them to the tent, 
except those at the left, right and back tie-down points; and 

 
(5) When pull pole time approaches, the Cook turns off the stove, allows it to 

cool outside and completes the packing of equipment and the spare rations. 
 

b. Striking the Tent.  The tent is now ready to strike.  The squad positions itself as 
follows: 

 
(1) The Tent Group Commander at the tent pole; 

 
(2) The Number 1 at the guy rope above the left side tie-down point; 

 
(3) The Number 2 at the guy rope above the right side tie-down point; 

 
(4) The Number 3 at the guy rope above the back tie-down point; 

 
(5) When all are in position and pull pole time arrives the tent is struck; 

 
(6) Number 3 sees that all are in position and orders pull pole; 

 
(7) The Commander pulls the bottom of the pole towards the door, lowers the 

tip to the rear of the tent or into the wind and then disconnects the lower 
sections (or telescopes the pole depending on which type is being used); 

 
(8) Number 3 grasps the apex of the tent; 
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(9) The Commander backs out of the door carrying the pole sections and base 
plate and then zippers the door closed; 

 
(10) Numbers 1, 2 and 3 pull out the pegs, roll up the guys and secure them to 

the tent.  They then pull the tent to the rear, spread it out on the ground, 
and brush the snow and ice off the outside; 

 
(11) The Commander orders "shake out".  All numbers shake the snow and ice 

out of the tent and fold it up for loading; and 
 

(12) Numbers 1, 2 and 3 load and lash the tent sled. 
 

Civilian Tents 
 
4. If military tents are either unavailable for your use or not applicable to your exercise you 
may choose to use civilian alternatives.  Not all civilian tents were designed to be used in the winter 
so it is important to choose one that will stand up to winter use. 
 
5. Good winter tents have the following features: 
 

a. Strong poles that can take the force of a strong wind and the weight of a heavy 
snow; 

 
b. No flat spots on the roof and steep walls so that snow is not able accumulate on the 

tent; 
 

c. A sewn in (preferably waterproof) floor; 
 

d. The tent should have a large floor space, since a lot of extra gear and clothing will 
end up in the tent; 

 
e. The tent should have enough headroom to sit up in since you will spend as much as 

12 to 14 hours in the tent a night; 
 

f. Most modern winter tents are self-supporting (usually dome shaped and requiring 
no guys) but many are not.  A few guy-lines are probably a good idea especially in 
foul weather; 

 
g. The tent must have a good method of ventilation; 

 
h. A rainfly is not usually needed at temperatures below -5° because it does not rain at 

these temperatures.  However, the rainfly can add a layer of insulation and makes a 
smooth surface for snow to be shed from. 

 
i. A frost liner is optional and not essential, but it does help to prevent frost from 

falling on you during the evening; and 
 

j. The tent should be lightweight. 
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 SUGGESTED LAYOUT FOR SLEEPING 
 FIGURE 1-2 
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Tent Group Routine 
 
6. Once the tent has been pitched, there are a number of tasks that must be done. 
 
Preparing a Hot Drink 
 
7. After a long march and work on the defensive position, a hot drink is a good morale booster. 
 However, a "brew-up" can become quite a social event and should not be allowed to interfere with 
the progress of the work.  The Cook may commence this task if he/she is not required to assist in the 
erection of the tent. 
 
Constructing a Snow Wall 
 
8. A snow wall around each tent is a good windbreak.  It is constructed from snow blocks to a 
height of three or four feet, but may not be necessary in treed areas. 
 
9. The sides of the wall should be banked with snow to lift the wind and prevent shadow.  As 
far as possible the walls should be made to conform to the natural snow contours. 
 
Constructing a Latrine 
 
10. Tent groups may collaborate on the building of latrines if dispersion within the camp is not 
too great.  Snow walls around latrines should be built according to the paragraphs above.  On short 
halts, however, there will not be time for this.  Only a shallow trench will be necessary, and a snow-
shoe windbreak will do.  To build it, snowshoes are set upright to windward of the latrines and 
draped with a toboggan cover, tent bags or any other material available. Refer to local authorities 
and regulations on human waste disposal. 
 
Garbage 
 
11. Cans should be flattened and all garbage carried out.  In some cases, burning of combustible 
material may be permitted. 
 
Collecting Ice or Snow for Cooking 
 
12. Areas designated for gathering ice or snow should be sited well away from and upwind of 
the latrine sites.  Ice gives a large volume of water and uses less heat than snow and should be used 
whenever possible. 
 
Insulating the Tent Floor 
 
13. Whenever possible gather boughs to insulate the tent floor.  Although this may seem to be a 
lot of trouble, it is well worth the effort - even when you are tired.  If you take the trouble you will 
make your tent much warmer. 
 
Tent Routine 
 
14. Tent Group Commanders must always ensure that housekeeping duties are shared equally 
and that all members of the tent group assume the duties of cook in turn.  Good organization in a 
tent will make the crowded quarters more agreeable.  In training it is wise for Commanders to take a 
hand in tent group duties such as cooking, etc, but it may not be possible for them to do this whilst 
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on operations and fulfil their duties as well.  Officers and NCOs have many duties and responsibilities 
and cannot always take their turn at housekeeping duties. 
 
15. The drill outlined below is a suggested method to ease congestion in the tent when it is first 
pitched: 
 

a. The Cook is the first man to enter the tent.  He will take all his equipment into the 
tent and unpack it, placing the stores and rations under the stove pipe hole to the 
right of the door.  This little area is the kitchen. 

 
b. Next, the Cook begins preparations for a meal.  He should enlist the help of any tent 

group personnel not busy on other work.  All members of the tent group must be 
prepared to help by: 

 
(1) Filling stoves and lamps; 

 
(2) Fetching ice and snow; and 

 
(3) Opening cans. 

 
c. While the Cook is busy, other members of the group as they become free, should 

blow up the air mattresses to use as chairs or as couches before anyone else enters 
the tent.  Rucksacks should then be passed in and places allotted for everyone. 

 
d. During meal hour’s members should sit in their proper places and not move about 

except to perform some duty.  Good organization is essential to comfort. 
 
Tips for the Cook 
 
16. Use all the available stoves to heat water, as this is the most time consuming operation. 
 
17. Start meals by serving soup or a hot drink. 
 
18. Place the second course on the stoves to heat as soon as the first course is served. 
 
19. Use only 1/4 inch of water in your pressure cooker when heating rations. 
 
20. Leave sufficient of the lid attached when opening cans to act as a handle for eating from the 

tins themselves. 
 
21. Keep lids on cooking pots to prevent steaming up your shelter. 
 
22. Always release steam from your pressure cooker outside or through the tent-stove vent. 
 
23. Keep heated water on hand for hot drinks; hot water not immediately required can be stored 

in your thermos. 
 
24. Experiment with food normally wasted; i.e. melted biscuit spread and sugar or honey makes 

a pudding sauce, add milk powder and sugar to cocoa beverage, serve raisins with oatmeal. 
 
25. Issue lunch prior to bedtime so that it may be thawed in the individual's sleeping bag during 
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the night and carried in shirt pockets for consumption on the move. 
 
26. Ensure that stoves are filled, sufficient water prepared and tins are open and in pressure 

cookers as required for breakfast before going to bed. 
 
Duties of the Tent Group Commanders 
 
27. Tent Group Commanders are responsible for the control of the tent.  They must keep good 

discipline and ensure that: 
 

a. The housekeeping duties are performed on a roster basis and that all men are given 
equal work; 

 
b. The tent is correctly pitched to give as much room as possible - if incorrectly pitched 

the Tent Group Commander must immediately ensure that adjustments are made to 
improve its layout; 

 
c. The equipment and tent group stores are conveniently situated outside the tent; 

 
d. The sleeping space is fairly allotted and a standard sleeping arrangement is used; 

 
e. Guards and sentries know where their relief are sleeping in order that the relief may 

be carried out in the dark without confusion; 
 

f. Fire precautions are observed and all stoves and lamps are filled and lit outside; 
 

g. Every opportunity is taken to dry clothing; 
 

h. Sleeping bag discipline is maintained - no smoking in sleeping bags; 
 

i. The tent is de-iced by beating with snow-shoes or branches; and 
 

j. Stoves, lamp tools and other tent group stores and equipment are cared for 
properly and stored in the appropriate location when not in use.
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IMPROVISED SHELTERS 
 
SNOW SHELTERS 
 
General Principles 
 
1. Snow is an excellent insulator.  The warmest shelter is one enclosed in as much snow as 
possible.  There might not always be sufficient snow of the necessary consistency to build a 
quinzhee, snow cave or igloo, but following the principles of snow shelter construction as closely as 
possible will ensure the most comfortable accommodation.  The accompanying diagram shows a 
generalized snow structure, which is the ideal end product of virtually all construction techniques. 
 
2. The dome shape is structurally stable.  Any given unit of snow is pressing against more 
snow, rather than thin air.  Any flat spot in the design will eventually sag or collapse.  Keep the dome 
reasonably low because warm air rises and you want to be within it. 
 
3. Smooth walls prevent the formation of drip spots.  Thicker walls are warmer and more 
moisture absorbing than thin ones. 
 
4. The ventilation hole, made by sticking a ski pole or similar stick through the wall, allows the 
escape of excess moist air and ensures enough circulation to keep up oxygen supplies.  CO2 drains 
out of the snow structure via the entrance tunnel. 
 
5. The warm air trap is created by having a raised sleeping platform and a low entrance tunnel. 
 Warm air is lighter and rises; cold air is denser and settles.  Cold air will drain into the low entrance 
tunnel and act as a plug, preventing the escape of warm air through the entranceway.  The warm air 
will remain within the dome. 
 

 
 
 
 General Diagram of Snow Shelter 
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6. The entrance hole should be small enough to prevent much air movement, yet it must be 
large enough to allow you to enter and leave without getting too snow covered. 
 
7. The entrance tunnel is positioned such that it lies at right angles to the prevailing wind.  This 
will allow good ventilation while protecting you from direct drafts.  An entrance located on the lee of 
a structure will quickly become drifted over during a storm. 
 
8. Keep a snow shovel inside the shelter with you, in case a heavy snowfall blocks the entrance 
and you are forced to dig your way out. 
 
Advantages 
 
9. The greatest advantage of snow shelters over tents is, surprisingly enough, warmth.  Snow is 
a good insulator and as a result, a well-built snow structure will never be much colder than 0°C or 
32°F inside.  The addition of even a lit candle will generally easily warm a snow shelter to above 0°C 
or 32°F. 
 
10. Snow shelters are totally windproof and soundproof, guaranteeing a restful night's sleep 
during even the fiercest of storms. 
 
11. Because snow absorbs moisture, these shelters are usually drier than tents.  The walls and 
floor of the snow home absorb spilled liquids, steam and exhaled air.  However, excess warm 
moisture in the structure should be avoided as it will eventually ice up the walls and if any sort of 
heating is used ventilation must also be ensured. 
 
Disadvantages 
 
12. Snow caves and igloos may take two to three hours to construct, as compared to a few 
minutes required to erect a tent. 
 
13. The construction of a snow building can be a wet process.  If your clothing does not repel 
snow easily, or if the ambient temperature is above 0°C or 32°F, you may become soaked from the 
snow. 
 
14. A snow structure which has been used for more than one day or one in which prolonged 
cooking has melted the walls, will eventually stop absorbing moisture and will become increasingly 
humid inside. 
 
Equipment 
 
15. A party planning to spend their nights in snow shelters should be equipped with tools for 
cutting and moving the snow. 
 
16. Snow shovels are important wherever quantities of snow must be moved.  Ideally such a 
shovel should be lightweight, compact, and strong, with a large shallow scoop and a sturdy handle.  
Shovels with curved blades work best inside snow caves for tunnelling; flat bladed shovels are best 
for cutting snow blocks. 
 
17. Snow saws or snow knives are important tools wherever blocks of snow are used.  Modern 
snow campers usually use specially designed saws made of lightweight aluminium.  Snow saws with 
long blades (50 cm or more) are best because they enable the cutting of large blocks.  However, 
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many find that an ordinary carpenter's handsaw is the ideal snow tool.  It is strong, with a long, wide 
but very thin blade.  It cuts snow easily and will flex to form a shaping tool for use inside snow 
structures.  It also replaces an axe for wood gathering purposes. A pruning saw is another alternative 
that carries in a pack well. 
 

18. The tail end of your skis can be used as a snow knife in an emergency. 
 

Clothing 
 
19. Be prepared for wet work and extended standing in the snow.  Waterproof nylon or 
garrottes shells, anoraks, and wind pants will keep your knickers and sweaters dry.  Keep your feet 
warm by wearing mukluks or an insulated bootie/waterproof bootie bag combination.  A spare pair of 
mitts should be considered essential. 
 
20. Trying to excavate a snow cave out of a drift through a small, low entrance tunnel is 
frustrating, wet, cold work.  If you start with a large entrance, which you can later close back in, you 
will be able to work faster and remain dryer. 
 
Snow Caves 
 
21. A true snow cave requires massive amounts of snow (2-3 metres).  If there is little snow 

cover look for where snow has been drifted by the wind such as on the sides of wind 
exposed ridges, rocks, bushes and low clumps of trees.  Thirty or forty centimetres of 
snow can be moved by the wind to form over two metre drifts.  The key is to know 
where to look for drifted snow.  

 
22. Dig into a drift of firm snow to make a comfortable shelter. Make use of the fact that 

hot air rises and heavier, cold air sinks. Create three levels inside: build a fire on the 
highest, sleep on the centre one and keep off the lower level which will trap the cold. 
Drive a hole through the roof to let out the smoke and make another hole to ensure 
that you have adequate ventilation. Use a block of snow as a door and keep it loose 
fitting and on the INSIDE so that it will not freeze up and jam. If it does, a block on the 
inside will be much easier to free. 
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23. Close the large entrance tunnel using the blocks you saved from the excavation of the 
initial entrance.  Form an archway, or alternatively, use your skis or a board or 
something similar to create a low roof to your entranceway.  Close the remainder of the 
entranceway by fitting blocks of snow together and by chinking the small holes. 

 
24. The completed snow cave will then have a raised sleeping platform, a dome shaped 

room, and a low entrance tunnel.  You will still be quite dry! 
 
Quinzhees 
 
25. This simple snow shelter is valuable because it can be made out of virtually any kind of 
snow, from light mountain powder to wind-slab. 
 
26. The theory behind building a quinzhee is simple.  Undisturbed snow, lying on the ground, 
exists in a stratification of stages of metamorphosis that are the result of such factors as the 
temperature gradient within the snowpack, and the conditions during which the snow originally fell.  
When this snowpack is disturbed or mixed, and compacted, a great deal of re-crystallization occurs.  
This consolidates (or hardens) the resulting pile of snow. 
 
27. Once a pile of disturbed snow has been allowed to reconsolidate, it can be hollowed out, 
much like a drift can be.  Quinzhees can be made with very thin snow cover.  As long as you can 
collect enough snow to make a pile of snow 2 -2.5 m high, you can build a quinzhee.  This snow 
shelter will be the most useful in climates where it is cold and there is minimal snow cover. 
 
28. Method 
 

a. Using shovels, posts, pans or anything else that might work, clear a 2-3-metre 
diameter circle to the ground (in shallow snow) or to a hard snow layer. 

b. Then shovel all available loose snow into a huge pile in the circle, making sure that the 
snow gets thoroughly mixed. 

 
NOTE: 

 
a) Break all slabs or blocks into a fine powder and avoid any icy crust layers; 
b) Jump up and down on the pile occasionally to mix and compact the snow; and 
c) Take care to ensure that the pile is dome shaped with no flat spots. 

 
c. Stick branches, ski poles or glacier wand into the pile (about 1/3 metre deep at regular 

intervals). 
d. Allow 1-3 hours for the snow to consolidate. 
e. Cut a low entrance tunnel perpendicular to the prevailing wind and begin to excavate 

the inside in a dome shape.  Use the sticks or poles as guides to tell you when you're 
getting close to the limit of the wall. 

f. When the structure is almost hollowed out, use the remaining snow from the ceiling to 
build up the height of the floor. 

g. Smooth the walls to prevent drip points. 
h. Light a candle inside and allow its heat to help consolidate the walls and floor. 
i. Use a pack or tarp to close the entranceway. 
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Diagram of Quinzhee Construction 
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Trench Shelters 
 
29. The trench shelter is the most efficient snow structure in terms of shelter space created 
with minimum movement of snow.  It can be built into a drift or wherever there is more than one 
metre of consolidated snow.  However, a snow saw is needed. 
 
30. Method: 
 

 
 
 
 

a. To start, either dig a pit into the snow pack or flatten the lee face of a drift. 
 
b. Then, using a snow saw, start excavating large blocks (1.0 m x .5 m x .2 m) out of a 

deep parallel-sided trench. 
 

c. Store these blocks on either side of the trench. 
 

d. The trench should go about two metres in from the start of the pit. 
 

e. Once the trenching has been completed, lean pairs of the large blocks against each 
other or form an "A" frame archway across the pit. 

 
f. Use the snow knife to cut the blocks so that their joints will be radial to the centre of 

the arch formed by the blocks.  This forms an incredibly stable roof over the trench. 
 

g. Now, begin digging into the sides and end of the trench to create a dome shaped 
cavern underneath the "A" frame.  Use the snow generated by the excavation to fill in 
the floor of the trench to create a raised sleeping platform. 

 
h. Close the back of the trench with some blocks. 

 
i. Finally, create a low tunnel entrance. 
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SHELTERS IN TIMBER 
 
General 
 
31. The forested areas furnish all the needed materials for building and heating many types of 
shelters. 
 
The Lean-To Shelter 
 
32. To begin the construction of a lean-to shelter, select two solid, husky trees for uprights.  
The distance between them depends upon the intended size of the shelter.  Allow approximately two 
feet per man.  Tramp down or clear the snow from the selected site.  If clearing the snow, leave 
about five inches for insulation when bedding down.  Next, select four crosspieces.  These should be 
four to five feet longer than the distance between the uprights.  Then select five to eight back-
pieces, depending upon the intended width of the lean-to.  These pieces should be two to three 
inches thick.  For the sides, select two or more pieces of the same thickness as the back-pieces. 
 
33. Place one of the crosspieces between the two trees, five to six feet above the ground.  
Secure it with wire, twine or other available material.  Place another in position on the ground at the 
inner base of the two trees, and a third on the ground six to seven feet in rear.  Secure these pieces 
with wooden pegs driven into the ground.  Next, lean the back-pieces at equal intervals so that one 
end of each rests on the cross-piece which has been lashed between the two trees and the other 
ends touch the ground and rest on the cross-piece which you have placed six to seven feet in rear. 
 
33. If utility sheets are available, place them over the frame.  Allow enough material to hang 
over the edge to form a sidewall.  Place the sidepieces you have previously selected in position inside 
the wall so as to hold the sidewall in place.  Place the remaining crosspiece in the rear of the rear 
crosspiece so as to hold the bottom rear edge of the shelter-halves.  To prevent a draught, pile snow 
around the bottom edges of the lean-to. 
 
34. If utility sheets are not available, cover the frame of the lean-to with boughs when it is 
completed.  To do this, heavier branches are threaded across the back-pieces and the upright on 
both ends of the lean-to.  A layer of small boughs is then laid on the structure.  This layer is started 
at the bottom of the lean-to.  Place the boughs with their tips downward, and overlap the same way 
roofing shingles are overlapped. 
 
35. The smallest, smoothest boughs are used for insulation for the bed on the floor inside the 
shelter.  These boughs should be placed carefully with all their sharp points downwards.  Build this 
bough bed to a depth of at least six inches to give yourself plenty of insulation from the cold in the 
ground. 
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Open Lean To Shelter with Fire Reflector 

 
 
Heating the Shelter 
 
36. When the tactical situation permits, the lean-to may be heated by an open fire.  The best 
type is the log fire.  In deep snow it is necessary to build this fire on a base otherwise it will sink into 
the snow. 
 
37. To build the firebase, dig a trench in the snow approximately two feet deep.  Next put in a 
layer of boughs and green logs and cover them with snow.  A fire platform should then be placed on 
top of the firebase.  Placing green logs make this, approximately six inches thick, side by side to an 
approximate width of three feet. 
 
38. A two or three log fire is the best.  To build it, select dry logs eight to fifteen inches thick 
and the same length as the lean-to.  To provide a better burning surface, chip the surfaces of the 
logs, which face each other.  Before lighting it, place a small wedge between the chipped surfaces of 
the logs to let plenty of air get at the burning surfaces.  A fire prepared in this manner may burn all 
night. 
 
39. One other point is important.  Build a fire reflector.  It reflects the heat into the shelter and 
also serves as a windshield.  It should stand approximately two feet back from the fire platform.  To 
build it, drive two small poles approximately four feet into the snow side by side opposite each end of 
the fire platform.  Between these two sets of poles lay green logs one on the other to a height of 
three feet.  Lash the uprights together and bank the rear of the completed wall with snow. 
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The Double Lean-To Shelter 
 
40. Sometimes two lean-to shelters may be built facing one another with a fire between.  When 
you can do this you gain a great advantage.  A lot of time is saved, more space is provided for the 
men, and one fire will heat both lean-tos, eliminating the need for a fire reflector.  A low snow wall 
built on the windward side can act as a windbreak. 
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The Fallen Tree / Bough Shelters 
 
41. Make use of branches that sweep down to the ground or boughs that have partly broken 
from the tree to give basic protection from the wind – but ensure they will break further and cause 
you personal injury. 
 
42. A log or fallen tree trunk makes a useful windbreak on its own, if it is at the correct angle to 
the wind. With a small trunk, scoop out a hollow in the ground on the leeward side. A log will also 
make an excellent support for a lean-to roof of boughs. 
 

 

 
 

Fallen Tree 
 
 

 
Fallen Trunk with Lean To Roof 
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